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INTRODUCTION

The present study aims to shed some light on the pros and contras of alternative land use
options in a specific place (Matara district, Sri Lanka) and at aspecific time (around 1980with
a planning horizon of 20 years). These alternative land use options are studied under different
assumptions with regard to the definition of the resource endowments of producers and to the
policy environment. In doing so, the paper also deals with two theoretical topics. In the first
place, itdiscusses the relations between economic analyses at the farm level and analyses at the
level of a region; and, in the second place, it addresses the introduction of multiple criteria in
such analyses, inparticular withthehelpoftheso-called 'compromise programming' approach.
Bothtopicswill be studied with thehelpof linear programming models. Inthe introduction first
some remarks will be made regarding these theoretical topics. Then the more specific aspects
of the case study will be outlined.

1.1 Aggregation problems

A crucial aspect of an agricultural sector model is the relation between analyses at the farm
level and analyses at the level of the sector. Such relations between 'micro' analyses and
'macro' analysis are theoretically among themost difficult ineconomics. Ideally, a way should
be found to 'aggregate' decisions taken at by individual producers to the sector as a whole. In
that case, it would be possible, for example, to construct a production function for a product
(e.g. paddy) atthelevel of asector by aggregating theproduction function of each farm for that
product.

In most approaches to land use planning the aggregation process (from the micro to the meso
level, and from the meso to the macro level) remains problematic. Some major aggregation
problems are:
variables that are exogenous at the micro level may be endogenous at the meso or macro
level;
aggregation bias; and

aggregate decision problems involve choices on at least two levels.

In the transition from farm-level to sector-level analysis there is an aggregation problem with
respect to the nature of the variables. Variables that are exogenous at the micro level may be
endogenous at the meso or macro level. Product prices, for instance, are normally considered
as given for individual producers, but may be variable for a region as a whole.
E.g.:

The price of a crop may be taken as exogenous for the individual fanner since the
volume ofhisproduce isonly ofmarginal importance compared tothetotal district
production. However, thedistrict production would notably increase ifall farmers
decided to grow this crop. An increase in production, in combination with a
limited market, could cause a decline in the price.

The entire service sector is normally considered as given for individual producers, but is
naturally variable for the district as a whole. It is at the district or higher level that resources
have to be devoted to the service sector. Examples are the extension service and formal credit
facilities.

Inthe transitionfrom farm-level tosector-level analysis, anaggregation biasarises because all
farms are not alike. Ideally, to cause the aggregation to be correct, a model should be
constructed for every individual farm. These individual models could then be linked together
to form a sector model. Since in practice this is infeasible, two approaches may be considered
(Hazell & Norton, 1986: 143-144).
1.

Aggregate regional model: this involves aggregating the resources of a region and
modelling these aggregated variables as if it were a single large farm.

2.

Representative farms model: this involves classification of the universe of farms into a
smaller number of homogeneous groups. A model is constructed for a 'representative'
farm from each group. These farm models are then aggregated in the sector model using
the number of farms in each group as weights. To limit aggregation bias, this procedure
placesahighdemand ontheproper definition of the representative farms and the weighing
procedures.

Both approaches overstate resource mobility by enabling farms to combine resources in
proportions that are not available to them individually. Both approaches also carry the implicit
assumption that all the farms over which is aggregated have equal access to the same
technologies of production. Aggregation bias is therefore, in general, in an upward direction

(Hazell & Norton, 1986: 145)'. Not withstanding these problems, there are many studies in
which aggregate models are used to simulate likely behaviour at the sector level, ignoring
important differences at the micro level (e.g. Vreke, 1990 and Bakker, 1986), or to make a
reconnaissance of production possibilities (e.g. Scheele, 1992). In fact, the early linear
programming models for agricultural sectors were aggregated models (e.g. Heady & Egbert,
1964). For a general review of agricultural sector programming models, see Norton & Schiefer
(1980).

Inorder toavoid orminimize aggregation bias, farms areto beclassified intogroups or regions
defined according to rigid requirements of homogeneity. Day (1963, as discussed in Hazell &
Norton, 1986: 145-146) established a comprehensive set of conditions or criteria for
classification to avoid aggregation bias:
'technologicalhomogeneity': this implies that each farm in a class has the same types of
resources andconstraints, thesame levelsoftechnology, andthesamelevelsof managerial
ability;

To illustrate the nature of aggregation bias consider the following example (adapted from Hazell &Norton, 1986:
144):
For example, consider thefollowing two farm problems formulated inthe linear programming format, each with
two cropping activities (X,):
Farm A

X,

X,

RHS

Profit
Resource 1
Resource 2

60
1
1

90
2
1

Maximize
S 5
< 10

FarmB

x2

x3

RHS

Profit
Resource 1
Resource 2

90
2
1

100
1
2

Maximize
S 10
S 5

The optimal strategy forfarm Aisto grow 5units X,, while farm B should grow 5units ofX 2 . For farm A the
profit is300 while forfarm Btheprofit is 450.
The two farms can be aggregated toform one large aggregate farm. Theaggregate farm problem would be as
follows:
Aggregate Farm

X,

Profit
Resource 1
Resource 2

60
1
1

X2

X,

90

100
1

2
1

2

RHS
Maximize
ä 15
S 15

The optimal solution to this problem is5 units ofX2and 5 units ofX,. For the aggregate farm profit is950. This
amount exceeds thesum ofthe profits obtained from the individual farm models, which was 750.

'pecuniousproportionality ':this implies that individual farms in a class hold expectations
concerning unit activity returns that are proportional to average expectations; and
'institutionalproportionality':this implies that the constraint vector of the programming
model for each individual farm should be proportional to the constraint vector of the
average or aggregate farm.
Day's requirements are very demanding. Therfore, several authors haveproposed less stringent
conditions. Some of these are based on the reasoning that an optimal solution of a linear
programming model can be stable even when several coefficients are perturbed. This concept
is supported by post-optimality analysis which usually shows that there is a tolerable range for
each coefficient. The coefficient can be varied over this range without causing a change in the
optimal basis. As long as the farms included in a group have coefficients within a tolerable
range of thesolutionbasis oftheaverage farm model, their optimal solutionvectors will remain
proportional. The main problem with this approach is that the tolerable ranges for the
coefficients areunique for asingleoptimal solution. Hence, farms thatcan be grouped together
for one experiment with a representative farm model, may have to be regrouped for any other
experiment. Butone cannot possibly know in which group to classify individual farms for each
experiment without knowledge equivalent toknowing theoptimal solutionvector for each farm.
Aggregation criteria based onthisapproach have therefore notproved useful (Hazell &Norton,
1986: 146).Other approaches havebeen sought toprovidemethods whichdiminish, rather than
eliminate, aggregationbias. Inpractice, theaggregationcriteria usuallyare reduced to grouping
farms according to a few simple rules. These rules include (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 147-148):
similarproportions inresource endowments: most often this implies similar land-to-labour
ratios, i.e. grouping farms by size class;
similar yields: this implies looking out for differences in climate, soils, and elevation
which alone (apart from the technology employed) can cause significant yield differences,
but also irrigated and non-irrigated farms should be put into separate classes; and
similar technologies: this implies separating farms according to predominant crops and
technologies used.
Several other criteria can be important too for defining producer classes, depending on the
issues to be studied. E.g. in irrigation studies, the plot's position along the canal can be
important.

The here mentioned difficulties with aggregating from a micro level to a macro level are not
confined toalinearprogramming setting.Well-knownareaggregationproblems ineconometrics

(Theil, 1954and vanDaal &Merkies, 1984).Thegeneral conclusion is,to quoteOskam(1992,
translated from Dutch): 'nearly nothing is permitted, and if something is permitted, it is not
relevant in practice'. In the theory of production (Chambers, 1988, Gorman, 1968, and
Muellbauer, 1975) a similar conclusion is reached: only under very strict conditions (e.g. a
homothetic cost function) isaggregation permitted. Inpractice, such conditions are not realistic
in agriculture, especially because of the (quasi-)fixed nature of some major inputs. However,
although strictly speaking not permitted, much research in which those models or functions are
used is going on. Often, a theory is developed at the micro level, regarding, for example,
household models, production functions, profit or cost functions, while data are only available
at a more aggregated level. For example, it is attempted to estimate aproduction function with
data from different farms, thereby violatingbasicassumptions (Ellis, 1988:68-74),becausethis
is the only way to test anything with the available data. In a similar vein, 'representative' farm
models, as part of larger sector models will continue to be used in programming type of
models.

Aggregate decision problems involve choices on at least two levels. At one level, the macro
level, a policy maker is trying to decide how best to allocate funds in the face of:
more than one objective;
uncertainty about what the allocational consequences will be.
At the other level, the micro level, farmers have their own decision problem. They have to
decide how best to respond to the new policy environment, given their own objectives and
limitations of action (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 139). It is, however, not known beforehand at
themacro level whatthis response atthemicro level willbe. Itisthis 'notknowing'that causes
the uncertainty at the macro level about the allocational consequences. In order to solve the
macro or policy problem, the uncertainty about micro responses has to be reduced. In other
words, somemeans of simulating theprobable responseof farmers isrequired before the policy
decision istaken. Theusual way to simulate producer decisions isto build amodel that reflects
their constraints, opportunities, and objectives. This model is then solved under varying
assumptionsaboutthepolicyenvironmentaffecting producers. Agriculturalproducers, however,
differ widely in their resources, wealth endowments, and economic opportunities. An adequate
investigation of producer response to policy changes therefore requires models of several
representative farms (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 139). The simulation of the probable response
of farmers is further complicated by the fact that farmers normally have a variety of objectives

and preferences. Thisprecludes the establishment of profitability, for example, as asole choice
criterion (Diltz, 1980: 7).
E.g.:

An imaginary farmer may strive to achieve the following objectives (in order of
importance):
1.

provide for subsistence requirements of his family today (either by onfarm production or by purchase);

2.

provide for funds for emergency or short term educational expenses of his
family; and

3.

maximize the long term profitability of his farm.

But no matter how good the simulation of probable response of farmers is, in the end it is the
farmer who decides on, and is responsible for, the actual use of the land. Achieving the ends
of a policy requires the cooperation of farmers. Even in highly centralized economies there are
limits to the extent that governments can dictate cropping patterns and other production
decisions, much less in market-oriented economies. Therefore, finding the 'optimal' cropping
patterns from aviewpoint ofpolicy may notbevery useful unless ways arealsofound to induce
farmers to adopt those cropping patterns (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 139).

1.2 Multiple criteria analysis

(Regional) agricultural planning, or land use planning for that matter, aims at steering the
development of the agricultural sector (of a certain region) in a specified 'direction'. These
directions can be represented by objectives or goals. Often, more than one goal is pursued at
the same time. At the farm level, we have already seen that a farm household can strive for
multiplegoals: shortterm cash income, food security, lowrisks, and long termviability. At the
policy level, often mentioned goals are contributions to national income, balance of payments
and employment. Decision making in a context of multiple goals - or more general multiple
criteria - isnoteasy, as itrequires aweighingofgoalsby thedecisionmaker. This is inherently
subjective. However, thedecision making process can be structured by models which calculate
the contribution of each option to each goal, as well as the trade-offs between goals. Recently,
in the context of land use planning, a number of studies have appeared describing the
application of 'interactive multiple goal linear programming models', often abbreviated as
IMGLP models. After a first round, in which the maximum and minimum value of each goal
is established, an interaction with the decision maker(s) starts. Not every goal can be at its

maximum at the same time. Therefore, the decision maker is asked to set certain minimum
values for the different goals (as constraints or bounds) and to indicate which goal should be
maximized. Then the model issolved. Thedecision maker willjudge the results. If the decision
maker is not content, new (tighter) limits will be set for a number or all of the goals, after
which themodel issolved again. The process can berepeated several times. For an explanation
and examples the reader is referred to Ayyad & van Keulen (1987), Fresco et al. (1992),
Veeneklaas (1990) and de Wit etal. (1988).

However, interactive multiple goal linear programming isnot theonly possibletechnique inthe
field of multiple criteria analysis. Multiple criteria analysis is a catchword for a multidimensional analysis of alternatives and comprises a collection of close to one hunderd
techniques that share some basic methodological aspects, but differ in other, mainly technical
aspects (vanPelt, 1993:40). For overviews and detailsof different multiplecriteria techniques,
the reader is referred to Fandel & Spronk (1985), Jansen (1992), Nijkamp (1989), Nijkamp,
Rietveld & Voogd (1990), van Pelt (1993), Seo & Sakawa (1988), Spronk (1990), Voogd
(1983) and Zeleny (1982). In the context of linear programming, next to interactive multiple
goal programming, three other methods can be used, goal programming, multi-objective
programming and compromise programming (Romero &Rehman, 1989). For thepresent paper
compromise programming is selected because of the 'unavailability' of a decision maker.
Compromise programming requires the least assumptions with regard to preferences of the
decision maker. In chapter 3, compromise programming is introduced and applied to the case
study. First, a set of Pareto optimal, or efficient, solutions in terms of the objectives to be
attained is established (as in multi-objective programming and interactive multiple goal
programming). In this context, 'Pareto optimal' means that no objective can be increased
without diminishing an other objective. Then the 'distance' to an 'ideal' point, in which all
objectives are at their maximum at the same time, is minimized on the basis of the preferences
of the decisionmaker. Obviously, the 'ideal' point itself can never be reached.

1.3 Sector models

Different forms of linear programming - including multi-level and multi-criteria models - can
aid the economic analysis of land use and policy formulation with regard to future land use and
the related regional (agricultural) development. A model of a sector contains, implicitly or
explicitly, the following elements (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 136-137):

1.

a description of producer's economic behaviour;

2.

a description of the production functions, or technology sets, available to producers;

3.

a definition of the resource endowments held by each group of producers;

4.

a specification of the market environment in which the producer operates; and

5.

a specification of the policy environment of the sector.

Sector models differ in their degree of comprehensiveness and detail. A characteristic of a
(regional) sector model isthat it includes all (regional) domestic supply and demand sources for
the products of a sector, however aggregated they may be. Also, the international trade
possibilities are included. On the other hand, sector models often are not comprehensive with
regard to the factors of production. Some factors are sector specific (e.g. land), others are
mobile across sectors (e.g. labour, capital).

Applyingthe Hazeli & Norton list of elements to bespecified ina sector model to our case, the
following can be noted. (1) In our models the behaviour of the producer is described by
assumingthatproducersmaximize their on-farm income atfarm-gate prices.(2)Theproduction
functions are specified via the land unit (LU) land use type (LUT) combinations (LULUT) as
the land use activities, with fixed input and output quantities per hectare. (3) The resource
endowments, with regard to land units, human labour, draft power and irrigatable area, are
specified per sub-region (chapter 2 and 3) and, additionally, per farm type (chapter 4). (4) The
market environment differs according toproduct, either afixed price (infinitely elastic demand)
is supposed over the whole supply range (paddy, rubber, coconut, citronella), or a fixed price
up to a certain supply limit, after which the demand is zero (infinitely inelastic demand: tea,
cinnamon, curd). (5)The policy environment isspecified interms of export taxes (tea, rubber,
coconut, cinnamon) and input subsidies (fertilizer).

1.4 Objectives
The so-called 'LEFSA-sequence'1(Fresco etal., 1992) emphasizes the importance of including
data from different levels in the regional (agricultural) planning process. It specifically
distinguishes the farm and the (sub)regional level. However, the precise way of aggregation is
still a matter of research. The present study aims to contribute to this research via the
construction of regional agricultural planning models that incorporate the distinguished levels.

A procedure for land use planning based on the integration and combination of Land Evaluation and Farming
Systems Analysis.

In the first instance a planning model is developed at the regional level. This model includes
the regional and sub-regional (i.e. zonal) levels. In the second instance a special case of this
model is designed involving multiple criteria as objectives. In the third instance a planning
model is developed at the regional level with farming systems. This model includes the farm
level next to the regional and zonal level. The outcomes of the second and third models are
compared with the outcome of the first model to assess the effects of, respectively, a multicriteria and a multi-level programming approach. More specifically, the aggregation issue is
studied with regard to two specific points. First, the magnitude of the aggregation bias by
comparing the regional model withoutfanning systems (chapter 2) withtheregional model with
farming systems (chapter 4). In the latter model the farm level models are incorporated in the
'master' regional model. For a similar approach, see Boorsma (1990). Second, the effects of
'typical' policy objectives at the regional level (maximization of surplus at economic farm-gate3
prices) versus the effects of 'typical' farm household or farming systems objectives
(maximization of surplus at financial farm-gate prices), by comparing different solutions of the
regional model without farming systems (chapter 2). Obviously, in this way the 'aggregate
decision' problem is not studied in its full extent as the regional model is only solved for
different 'typical' objectives, while the real problem is that decisions are made at two levels
with different objectives with each level not fully informed about the decisions at the other
level. Nevertheless, it is felt that a comparison as done in chapter 2 gives indications for the
direction and magnitude of 'aggregate decision' problem. Next to the aggregation issue, a
specific approachtomultiplecriteria analysis isstudied, namelycompromiseprogramming with
the aimto laytheground for acomparison withother multiplecriteria methods (multi-objective
programming and interactive multiple goal programming). These different specific
methodological objectives areelaborated andspecified below inthesectionaboutthe framework
of the study.

The planning models, as land use analysis tools, are constructed with the following purposes:
to structure the choice between alternative land use types in a clear way, taking into
account various constraints and possibilities;
to show that the 'optimal'land use plan depends on assumptions regarding objectives and
prices.

Economic border prices were convened to economic farm-gate prices by taking into account domestic
transportation, handling and marketing costs.

An important feature of the present models isthe inclusionof adifferentiated land resource base
(79 land units, each with different qualities and different suitabilities, and thus yields, for each
crop). The different models developed for this study are meant to show different categories of
land users, planners and decision makers the kind of major options which exist with regard to
the use of land.

1.5 Framework

The regional agricultural planning models developed for this study are based on data from
Matara district in Sri Lanka4 (amongst others Polman, Samad & Thio, 1982). The models
generate 'optimal' land use plans for Matara district in the year 2000. The different models
developed for this study have some common features. All models can be classified as being
agricultural sector models as they include only the agricultural sector of Matara district. They
also can be classified as being fixed price models as all the prices, both the economic as well
as the financial, are exogenously determined. This applies to input prices (e.g. fertilizer), to
factor prices (e.g. wages)astoagricultural product prices. Allmodels arelinear programming
(LP)models. LPmodels optimize amixof production processes, subject to asetof constraints.
The production processes are defined as 'activities', each with its set of inputs and related
outputs. The objective function to be optimized canbe any of the outputs or inputs. The inputs
draw on the regional resources which are limited, and therefore can constrain the choice of
production processes (de Wit et ai, 1988: 212). The linear programming format is a
particularly suitableonefor economicmodellinginagriculture. Farmers, agronomists,andother
agricultural specialists share a common way of thinking about agricultural inputs and outputs
in terms of the annual cropping cycle, and about input-output coefficients per hectare or other
unit of land. From this way of visualizing agricultural production in numbers, it is but a short
step to forming the column vectors of inputs and outputs that constitutethe backbone of the LP
model. Similarly, agriculturalists often pose their problems in terms of inequality constraints,
such as upper bounds on seasonal resource availability. In addition the LP model provides
valuable information in the form of the valuations that are assigned to fixed resources, such as
land and water supplies, i.e. the shadow or dual prices (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 3-4). Linear
programming models can be used in regional planning when one attempts to optimize land use

The Matara district was subject of a regional agricultural planning study from 1979 to 1982 by a team from the
Agrarian Research and Training Institute, Colombo, and the Department of Development Economics of
Wageningen Agricultural University. TheMatara district isalso used toillustrate the 'LEFSA-sequence' in Fresco
et al. (1990).
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in view of one or more goals under the constraints imposed by a region. Linear programming
therefore allows an optimizing approach to land use planning. There are also non-optimizing
approaches to land use planning which are, in practice, more used. These approaches aim to
improve landusewithoutstrivingtooptimize it. Theyusemore qualitativemethods andareless
data demanding. See, for example, FAO (1992), Polman, Samad & Thio (1982) or Schipper
(1987). The present study presents three different LP models:
a regional model;
a regional model with multiple criteria analysis; and
a regional model with farming systems.

The regional model (chapter 2) assumes an aggregate zonal approach. This implies that
homogeneous land units within each of the three distinguished zones of Matara district (not
necessarily involvingcontiguousland) areaggregated over allfarms inazone. Thesame applies
to allother relevant resources (e.g. labour force). Thetotalof theseaggregated resources within
each zone is then modelled as a single large farm (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 144). The regional
model thus consists of three 'super'-farms. The model includes various variables measuring:
the production of agricultural outputs;
the use of labour and capital inputs;
the acreages of land use types5.
The various constraints included in the model are imposed by:
theavailability of the various land units; these land unitshavedifferent suitabilities for the
different land use types;
the availability of labour;
the availability of buffalo;
the availability of irrigation;
the limited markets for a number of products.
The following land use types are included,
a.

Agricultural production activities (mostly cropping activities, including tea, rubber,
coconut, paddy, cinnamon, citronella and homesteads) with their respective input demand
(labour, fertilizer and other inputs) and physical output. The physical output is dependent
on the suitability of the natural resource basis.

A land use type isa specific kind of land use under stipulated biophysical and socio-economic conditions (current
or future). A land use type can be described according to its setting, technical specifications and requirements
(Fresco et ai, 1992: 164).

11

b.

Non-agricultural activities (forests, townsand water bodies). Theseareincludedto account
for the regional area they occupy and they have no further influence on the model's
solution.

Furthermore, two types of objective functions are considered.
a.

National-economic: this type of objective function represents the regional optimal plan as
seen in the national-economic context. It thereby uses economic farm-gate prices and a
shadow price of labour. The precise value of the latter is however unknown. Therefore,
two versions of the national-economic objective function are presented, one assuming the
shadow wage rate to be Rs. 15 manday' 6, the other assuming it to be Rs. 0 manday"17.
These two versions are considered as the:
maximization of surplus8 at economic prices;
maximization of value added9 at economic prices.

b.

Private-financial: This type of objective function calculates the regional optimal plan as
seen in the 'super'-farmers context10. It thereby uses financial farm-gate prices and the
actual wage rate. This objective function is considered as the maximization of surplus at
financial prices.

The regional model with multiple criteria analysis has the same variables and constraints as
theregional model. Thedifferences are related totheformulation oftheobjective function. This
model allows the simultaneous maximization of:
value added at economic prices;
surplus at financial prices; and
employment.

The regional model with farming systems assumes an aggregate farm approach for the
northern zone and an aggregate zonal approach for the other zones. In the northern zone we
distinguish six farm type classes. The homogeneous land units of all the farms belonging to a

This shadow wage rate is based on the assumption that the actual wage rate of
Rs. 15 manday ' is a good approximation of the real value of labour.
This extreme low shadow wage rate is based on the assumption that the actual wage rate greatly overvalues the
real value of labour. This assumption might bejustified in view of the very high unemployment rates.
Surplus is defined here as the return to land and capital, i.e. the value of production minus the value of current
inputs minus the value of labour inputs.
Value added is defined here as the return to land, labour and capital, i.e. thevalue of production minus the value
of current inputs. In other words, the value added is equal to the surplus plus the value of labour inputs. In the
case that the shadow wage rate is considered to be Rs. 0 manday', the value added is equal to the surplus.
It should be remembered that the entire region is assumed to consist of three 's«per'-farms, hence the
denomination 'sH/w'-farmers.
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farm type class are aggregated over all farms belonging to that farm class. The same applies to
all other relevant resources. For the central and southern zone the resources within each of the
two zones are aggregated over all farms in the zone (as in the regional model). The model
includes thesamevariables and constraints asthe regional model butdistinguishes anextra level
for each (in the northern zone). As objective function isconsidered the maximization of surplus
at financial prices, as this is assumed to approximate the 'super'-farmers' point of view.

Most of the data used in this study were collected around 1980. It should be noted, however,
that the retrieval of data from this limited 1980data base has two major consequences for the
quality of the data used.
a.

Somedata arenow outdated: theactual 1990situationcanbeconsidered tobe substantially
different from what it was expected to be in 1980. Reasons for this discrepancy are
amongst others the politically unstable situation in Sri Lanka, and Matara district in
particular. However, noattempt was made to update the data for the actual 1990situation.
The main reason to stick to these data is the unavailability of precise data to replace the
outdated data.

b.

Somedata are incomplete: some of the data now required for this study were not gathered
at all, are unclear or inconsistent. Where necessary assumptions are made in this study.

But apart from the limitations with regard to data availability and the inherent limitations of
linear programming itself, a number of limitations relate to the way linear programming is
applied. These are discussed at length in chapter 5.
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THE REGIONAL MODEL

Inthis chapter the regional linear programming model and the results itproduces are presented.
Before doing so we shortly introduce the Matara district.

2.1 The Matara district

Matara district is located in the Southof Sri Lanka (see Figure 2.1). The district lies in the socalled 'wet-zone' of Sri Lanka. The climate is tropical, characterised by heavy rainfall and
relatively constant high temperatures and humidity. The major part of thedistrict lies within the
drainage basinof the Nilwala Ganga, the major river in the district. The district itself (128,800
ha) can broadly be divided in 3 zones (see Figure 2.2):
the southern (coastal) zone (20,500 ha);
the central zone (61,400 ha);
the northern zone (46,900 ha).

Elevation increases from the coast in the Southto theslopes of thecentral massif in the North.
Elevation is the main determinant for the distinction between the zones, primarily due to its
influence on rainfall and temperature, and thus on land use (Polman, Samad &Thio, 1982). In
the low southern zone bordering the coast line coconut and paddy are the dominant crops. In
the central zone one finds cinnamon, rubber and tea, as well as coconut and paddy. In the
northern zone tea is the main crop. A wide range of tropical vegetables, fruit trees and spice
crops are grown inhomesteads throughout thedistrict. Livestock farming is insignificant in the
district, except for dairy farming, which is being practised on a limited scale. There is hardly
any possibility for the cultivation of new lands, except for recultivating some abandoned scrub
lands. Clearing the last remnants of forest for cultivation purposes would highly increase the
risk of erosion (Polman, Samad & Thio, 1982). The salient features of Matara district, which
are common to most of the 'wet-zone' districts of Sri Lanka, include (Polman, Samad & Thio,
1982):
high population densities;
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acute man-land ratios;
virtually stagnant non-agricultural sector;
high unemployment rates;
labour force dominated by educated youths who cannot find suitable employment within
the region.

The economy of the district isdepressed and it ishard to imagine that this will change radically
in the near future. The district has no other natural resources than land and water (Polman,
Samad&Thio, 1982).Agriculturedominates theeconomy oftheregion. Theagricultural sector
exhibits atypically dualisticstructure: awelldeveloped state-owned plantationsector, alongside
a large number of small and medium sized private holdings. Agriculture is dominated by
perennial crops, such as tea, rubber, coconut and cinnamon. These traditional export crops are
grown on both small holdings and plantations. Paddy occupies the first placeamong the annual
crops. Paddy is principally grown on small holdings (Polman, Samad & Thio, 1982). The
government charges various export taxes and levies on agricultural products. These taxes and
levies vary between 30 and 50 % of the F.O.B. price, dependent on the product, causing a
considerable divergence between economic and financial prices (Fresco et al., 1992). Both
prices are measured at the farm-gate. Agricultural inputs in Matara district generally can be
valued at market prices. A notable exception is formed by fertilizers, which are heavily
subsidized (Polman, Samad & Thio, 1982).

The land use types

The land usetypes(LUTs)considered inthis study arepredominantly based onpresent land use
in the district. In total 19 LUTs are distinguished. They can broadly be divided into:
agricultural production activities (16): these include perennial crop based, annual crop
based andhomestead LUTs,each withtheir respective inputdemand (labour, fertilizer and
other inputs) and physical output; and
non-agricultural activities (3, notably forests, towns and water bodies): these are included
to account for the regional area they occupy; both agricultural input use as output
production are considered to be zero.
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Location oftheMatara district (Wijeratne,1988).

The perennial crop based LUTs arepure stands of tree crops. Mixed stands also occur in
Matara district but these are considered tobepart ofthe homegarden crops (see below). The
various perennial crop based LUTs distinguished inthis study are:
vegetatively propagated (VP) tea;
seedling tea;
rubber;
coconut;
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Zonal division of the Mataradistrict (Wijeratne,1988).

coconut with buffalo;
cinnamon;
citronella.

Paddy is the only annual crop of some importance in Matara district. The various annual crop
based LUTs distinguished in this study are all variants of paddy cultivation:
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irrigated paddy using hand labour";
irrigated paddy using animal traction12;
irrigated paddy using mechanized traction;
rainfed paddy using hand labour;
rainfed paddy using animal traction;
rainfed paddy using mechanized traction.

Homesteads include all family residential areas consisting of houses with homegardens. In the
homegardens various crops and fruit trees are grown. A distinction can be made between
homesteads on basisof theircropping pattern, which iszonedependent. Thevarious homestead
LUTs distinguished in this study are:
northern homesteads;
central homesteads;
southern (or coastal) homesteads.

Aqualitative, physically oriented land evaluation wasexecuted for Matara district by Dimantha
& Jinadasa (1981). A qualitative physical land suitability classification expresses the results in
qualitativeterms only, withoutquantitativeestimates ofoutputsand inputs(Fresco etal., 1992).
For a linear programming model, however, there is a need for quantitative estimates. The
qualitative suitabilityclasses aretherefore converted intoquantitativeestimates that canbeused
inthe linear programming models. This was done by defining a maximum normative yield for
each (agricultural) LUT, given a fixed input and management level and under the best
biophysical conditions in view of regional circumstances. Using the qualitative grading of
suitabilities, four quantitative suitability classes are distinguished, based on the range of the
yield in relation to the normative yield (see Table 2.1) (Fresco etal., 1992). For computational
convenience point estimates of the yields are used in the model and the rest of this study. The
different suitability classes of a particular LUT have a fixed input level with the exception of
the inputs related to harvesting and agricultural processing. For most LUTsthe latter inputs are
related to the yield level.

The use of hand labour refers to a land preparation that uses no traction power, i.e. land preparation is done with
the mammoty.
The use of animal traction refers to a land preparation that uses buffalo draught power.
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Table 2.1

Suitability classes (Frescoetal., 1992).

Suitability class
adjective symbol

Range of
yield'

'Good'
'Fair'
'Poor'
'Not'

76 -100 %
51 - 75 %
26 - 50 %
< 26 %

S1
S2
S3
N

Point estimate
of yield'

90 %
67.5 %
45 %
0 %

' Relative to normative yield at a fixed input level.

2.2 Structure of the regional model

In this paragraph the regional model is presented. The regional model assumes an aggregate
zonal approach. This impliesthathomogeneous landunitswithineach ofthethree distinguished
zones of Matara district (not necessarily involving contiguous land) are aggregated over all
farms in a zone. The same applies to all other relevant resources (e.g. labour force). The total
of these aggregated resources within each zone is then modelled as a single large farm (Hazell
& Norton, 1986: 144). The regional model thus consists of three 'super'-farms. The model is
developed for the situation in the year 2000. An overview of the regional model is presented
inTable 2.2. Thistable attempts tosummarize the relationshipsthatexistbetween thevariables,
the constraints and the objective function. The rest of this paragraph will elaborate on each of
the model components.

Variables

The model consists of 479variables, being 36output variables, 12inputvariables, 347land use
variables and 84 labour source variables. The output variables keep track of the sum of
annuities of production of various agricultural products. The model distinguishes nine
agricultural outputs: tea, rubber, coconut, curd (i.e. processed buffalo milk), cinnamon quills,
value of other cinnamon products (i.e. sticks and leaf oil), citronella, paddy and the value of
other agricultural products (i.e. the valueof homestead productionother thancinnamon andthe
value of buffalo calves). For each of these agricultural outputs, both zonal and regional
production are accounted. The output variables are used as pricing activities. They are used to
calculate the gross value of agricultural production at zonal and/or regional level. To make the
different LUTs comparable use is made of annuities of production. These annuities are based
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on net present values at a 10 %discount rate of all physical production over the life cycle of
each crop.

The input variables keep track of the sum of annuities of agricultural input use. The model
distinguishes one labour and two capital inputs, namely fertilizer and other capital input (i.e.
all capital inputs other than fertilizer13). For each of these inputs, both zonal and regional use
are accounted. The input variables are used as costing activities. They are used to calculate the
input costs at zonal and/or regional level. To make the different LUTs comparable use ismade
of annuities of input use. These annuities are based on net present values at a 10 % discount
rate of the input use over the life cycle of each crop.

Thelanduse variables keeptrack of the land use found oneach typeof land withinthe district.
Differences in the quality of resources can be incorporated into linear programming models by
treating each resource quality as a different resource with its own set of activity requirements
(Hazell & Norton, 1986: 41). Differences in quality of land resources clearly exist in Matara
district (Dimantha & Jinadasa, 1981) and are assumed to be of a permanent nature. Each land
unit14 (LU) is therefore considered as a separate resource. The suitability of a LU for a LUT
is however not only dependent on the LU but also on the LUT. In other words, the same LU
canhavedifferent suitabilitiesfor different LUTs.Eachpossiblecombinationbetween aLUand
a LUT must therefore be distinguished as a separate activity in a linear programming model.
Such a combination will from here on be referred to as a 'LULUT', i.e. a particular LU in
combination withaparticular LUT. The land use (or LULUT) variables areused as production
activities. As suchthey arethebackbone ofthemodel, using inputs(whichdrawon the regional
resources) and producing outputs. The actual costing of inputsand pricing of outputs, however,
isperformed by the costing and the pricing activities respectively15.

The labour source variables keep track of the amount and origin of the labour used in each
zone ineach month. Each zone can use labour from its own zone or from the adjacent zone(s).
However, it is assumed that if travel distance increases, transport costs and travel time have to
be accounted for. This assumption is based on the fact that the labour market in fact is a

Two separate capital input counters are used because of the discrepancy between the economic and the financial
fertilizer prices due to subsidies. For all the other capital inputs no such discrepancy exists.
A land unit is land evaluation term for an area of land demarcated on a map and possessing specified land
characteristics and/or qualities (Fresco et al., 1992: 164).
As costing activities we distinguish the input variables and the labour source variables. As pricing activities we
distinguish the output variables.
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fragmented factor market, i.e. additional unitsof input areprovided atdifferent prices. If zonal
labour demand is higher than zonal labour supply, additional fees must be paid to cover
transportation and relocation fees in order to attract additional labourers (Diltz, 1980: 7). For
the regional model this implies that labour is assumed to be perfectly mobile within each zone
without extra costs. However, labour is only assumed to be mobile between zones if a
'transportationfee' of Rs. 2 manday' is paid. The labour source variables are therefore used
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as costing activities. They are used to calculate the labour transportation costs at zonal and/or
regional level. These transportation costsarededucted from theeconomic andfinancialreturns.

Constraints

The model consists of 233 constraint rows, being 84 'balance' rows, 125 'real'constraints and
24 'informative' rows. The 'balance' rowsare accounting rowsthat arepart of themodel basic
structure and which are used to equate and transport model components. They do not pose
additional constraints to the model. The 'real' constraints pose constraints to the model, i.e.
they limit the allowable space in which the solution is to be found. The 'informative'rows are
included in the model only for informative reasons. If the model is solved without these
'informative' rows, the same solution is obtained.

The so-called 'balance' rows are an important part of the model basic structure. They are used
intwodifferent partsofthemodel,namelytheinput/outputbalance andthelabourbalance. The
input/output balance rows are used to sum all the different inputs used/outputs produced in
each of the zones and the region as a whole and to transport this quantity to the relevant
input/output variable. For each distinguished input/output variable existsonebalance row. Each
LULUT has its own annuities of output production and input use, dependent on the LUT and
the suitabilityof the LU on which it isfound. Thesedifferent annuities are listed inthe relevant
zonal input/output-balance rowsundereach LULUTvariable. EachLULUTwillhaveanannual
production of a particular agricultural product equal to the relevant output-annuity multiplied
with the area of the LULUT that is taken up. For input use a similar reasoning applies. The
labour balance rows are used to equate the agricultural labour demand with the agricultural
labour supply. The labour balance works on a monthly basis. The labour balance thereby
assumes that the regional agricultural demand for labour has to be met within Matara district,
i.e. agricultural labour isconsideredtobeperfectly immobileamongdistricts.This interregional
mobility assumption is based on the following:
Matara district largely lies within the drainage basin of the Nilwala Ganga and as such is
surrounded by mountainous region, which relatively isolates the central and the northern
zone from neighbouring districts;
wageratesandemployment opportunitiesareassumed similarfor theneighbouring districts
and therefore present no stimulus for interregional mobility. The agricultural labour
demand is generated by the LULUT variables taken up in the basis. Each LULUT has its
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own average monthly labour use, dependent on the LUT and the suitability of the LU on
which it is found. These monthly averages are listed in the zonal labour balance rows
under the respective LULUT variable. Each LULUT will have a total monthly labour
requirement equal to its average monthly labour demand multiplied with the area of the
LULUT that istaken up. The agricultural labour supplycomes from the zonal agricultural
labour forces. The model distinguishes three zonal agricultural labour forces. For each
zone thelabour demand canbemet by a labour supply coming from the zonal labour force
and/or the labour force(s) from adjacent zones. The labour source variables are used to
draw labour from the zonal labour forces.

The 'real'constraintspose constraints to themodel, i.e. they limittheallowable space in which
the solution is to be found. These 'real' constraints can be divided into constraints concerning:
availability of LUs (79);
availability of labour (39);
availability of buffalo (1);
availability of irrigation (3);
limited markets (3).

The land unit constraints are imposed as there isonly a limited area of each LU available in
Matara district. A particular area can only be used by one LUT at the time. It is of course
allowed to split a particular area into fractional units as long as the sum of the area occupied
by the various LUTs does notexceed the available area of the LU. 'Fallow' isnever explicitly
considered as one of the possible agricultural LUTs in the model. However, by setting the LU
constraints as a maximum the model is given the possibility to keep part of the acreage fallow
(i.e. as slack). The model is free to move LUTs over the different LUs with the exception of
LUs that at present are occupied by either a homestead based LUT or a non-agricultural LUT
(i.e. forest, town or water bodies). In the case of homesteads it is assumed to be socially
unacceptable to consider other alternatives thanpresent landuse. Inthecase of non-agricultural
LUTs it would not be realistic to consider other (agricultural) alternatives as the model only
includes the agricultural sector, i.e. the non-agricultural sectors are considered as given. But
even if the non-agricultural sectors were included in the model it would probably be advisable
to keep the LU under the present LUT in view of the excessive costs of conversion (notably
towns and water bodies), social unacceptability (notably towns) and environmental hazards
(notably forest). LUs unsuitable for any of the considered LUTs are assumed to be reforested.
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The assumptions underlying the labour balance (see above) imply that there is only a limited
agricultural labour force in each of the three zones'6. The labour balance draws labour from
each of these three forces through the use of the labour source variables. It is the task of the
labour constraints to see that not more labour isused from each zone than the labour that can
actually be supplied by that zone. The labour constraint in each zone is split up into an annual
constraint and twelve monthly constraints. The assumption behind the split labour constraint is
that people are not willing to work more than a certain number of days per year. The same
people, however, are assumed to be willing to work harder and longer for shorter periods if
required, e.g. in tight periods (Hazell & Norton, 1986: 44). The annual constraint assumes an
availabilityof250mandaysperson 'year'. Themonthlyconstraintsassumethateachpersonwill
work up to a maximum of 6 days out of every 7, even inpeak periods. This results in 5 labour
free days month'. The labour source variables are used to draw labour from both the annual
as therelevant monthly labourconstraint. Aslongastheannual labourconstraint isnotbinding,
labour can be taken up to the monthly maximum ineach zone. However, as soon as the annual
labour constraint is binding no more labour can be taken up from that zone for any month,
unless labour used in another month is displaced. The buffalo stock constraint is imposed as
there is only a limited buffalo stock in Matara district'7. Buffalo are held for draught power
and for milk production. It is assumed that the buffalo cows cannot be held for both purposes
at the same time18. The irrigation constraints are imposed as there is only a limited area in
each zone where irrigation facilities were present and where irrigation was actually possible
(Polman, Samad& Thio, 1982). Itwas not foreseen thatthis irrigated area wouldexpand in the
near future. It is therefore assumed that the irrigated area in the year 2000 is equal to the
irrigated area in the year 1980".

The regional model is a fixed price model as all prices are exogenously determined. This
presents no problem if all the products of concern have an unlimited market. This would allow
themarketing ofallproduce atthesame exogenously determined price. However, ifthe market

The zonal agricultural labour force is here defined as thezonal labour force minus the persons having permanent
non-agricultural employment within the zone. It was estimated that in 2000 the zonal agricultural labour force
would total 35,500 inthe south, 56,900 inthecentre and46,500 inthe north (Polman, Samad &Thio, 1982 and
Schipper, 1984).
The distribution of this stock over the three zones is not mentioned in the 1980-studies. The buffalo constraint
is therefore set only at the regional level and not at the zonal level. In 1978 this stock numbered 4,100 heads.
Assuming agrowth rate of 2.5 % the buffalo stock inthe year 2000 would be 7,058 heads.
No distinction is made between buffalo cows and bulls. This was assumed not to be necessary since the curd
market constraint (see below) allows for only +.1,000 cows to be held for milk production.
The zonal area with irrigation facilities totals 1,300 ha in the south. 5,600 ha in the centre and 200 ha in the
north.
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for the produce isonly limited, large scale production of theproduce inquestion may influence
the prices, i.e. keeping the prices constant would not be realistic. In this case market
constraints have to be imposed to limit production to that quantity that can be marketed at the
exogenously determined prices. It isassumed that rubber, coconut, citronella and paddy canbe
marketed without limits at the same price. For rubber, coconut and citronella this is based on
the assumption that these commodities can be exported to the world market, where Sri Lanka
only has a very small share for each product. For paddy this is based on the fact that Matara
district is a paddy deficit area and that the paddy produced in Matara only forms a small part
of the national production. There are, however, market constraints for three agricultural
products produced in Matara district, namely for tea, cinnamon and curd (processed buffalo
milk). The world market for tea is restricted and the demand for tea is only slowly growing
(inelastic own-price and income elasticities of demand). As Sri Lanka has a large share of the
world market for tea (about 20 %), it should not increase the tea supply too much. Based on
the room on the world market and the share of Matara district in the national tea production,
it was estimated that the Matara district tea production in the year 2000 should not exceed
27*106 kg of made tea (Fresco et al., 1992 and Polman, Samad & Thio, 1982). The world
market for cinnamon isalso restricted. A reasoning similar to the one mentioned above for tea
applies to cinnamon. Sri Lanka has a share as large as 70 %of the world market for cinnamon.
It was estimated that the Matara district cinnamon production in the year 2000 should not
exceed 2.4*106 kg of quills (Fresco et al., 1992 and Polman, Samad & Thio, 1982). It was
estimated that the total Matara district production of curd in the year 2000 should not exceed
1.1*106 liters. This estimation is based on the following assumptions:
all buffalo milk isprocessed intocurd (ascurd fetches higher prices and prevents the milk
from mouldering);
all curd is consumed locally (i.e. within the district);
the district is self-sufficient for curd;
the demand for curd will grow in accordance with the income-demand elasticity at a
constantprice. This results inanincrease inthecurd consumptionper headfrom 0.67 liter
year 1 in 1980, to 1.63 liter year1 in 2000 (Klijn, Moll & Schipper, 1990).

The 'informative' rows are included in the model only for informative reasons. They are
included to provide insight on the value of various attributes at both zonal and regional level.
If the model is solved without these 'informative' rows, the same solution is obtained. Six
different attributes are included in the present model, namely value added and surplus both at
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economic and financial prices, employment and government revenue. All attributes are
annuities, based on net present values at a 10 %discount rate. The value added at economic
pricesattributepresentsthenational economic returnto land, labourandcapital. Itthereby uses
the economic farm-gate prices of inputs and outputs. The value added at economic prices on a
regional (zonal) basis is calculated as:
ECOVAL

=

PEC - FEC - O - T

where:
PEC:

regional (zonal) annuity of the economic value of production;

FEC:

regional (zonal) annuity of the economic cost of fertilizer use;

O:

regional (zonal) annuity of the other (economic) costs;

T:

regional (zonal) annuity of the (economic) transportation fees.

The surplus at economic prices attribute presents the national economic return to land and
capital. It thereby uses the economic farm-gate prices of inputs and outputs. All labour input
is valued against a shadow wage rate of Rs. 15 manday'. The surplus at economic prices on
a regional (zonal) basis is calculated as:
ECOSUR

=

PEC - FEC - O - T - LEC

where:
PEC:

regional (zonal) annuity of the economic value of production;

FEC:

regional (zonal) annuity of the economic cost of fertilizer use;

O:

regional (zonal) annuity of the other (economic) costs;

T:

regional (zonal) annuity of the (economic) transportation fees;

LEC:

regional (zonal) annuity of the economic cost of labour use.

The value added at financial prices attribute presents the private financial return to land,
labour and capital for the 'super'-farmers. It thereby uses the financial farm-gate prices of
inputs and outputs. The value added at financial prices on a regional (zonal) basis is calculated
as:
FINVAL

=

P n - F n - O- T

where:
Pn:

regional (zonal) annuity of the financial value of production;

Fn:

regional (zonal) annuity of the financial cost of fertilizer use;

O:

regional (zonal) annuity of the other (financial) costs;

T:

regional (zonal) annuity of the (financial) transportation fees.
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Thesurplus atfinancial prices attributepresentstheprivate financial returnto land and capital
for the 'super'-farmers. Itthereby uses the financial farm-gate prices of inputs and outputs. All
labour input is valued against a wage rate of Rs. 15manday'. The surplus at financial prices
on a regional (zonal) basis is calculated as:
FINSUR

=

Pp,- Fp,- O - T - L n

where:
Pn:

regional (zonal) annuity of the financial value of production;

FH:

regional (zonal) annuity of the financial cost of fertilizer use;

O:

regional (zonal) annuity of the other (financial) costs;

T:

regional (zonal) annuity of the (financial) transportation fees;

Ln:

regional (zonal) annuity of the financial cost of labour use.

The employment attribute presents the annual agricultural labour use. The employment on a
regional (zonal) basis is simply equal to the regional (zonal) labour input variable. The
government revenue attribute presents the net return to the government, i.e. agricultural tax
revenuenetofagriculturalsubsidyexpenditure. Ittherebyusesthedifference betweeneconomic
and financial farm-gate prices of inputs and outputs. The government revenue on a regional
(zonal) basis is calculated as:
GOVREV

=

PECP, - FECFI

where:
PEC.p,: regional (zonal) annuity of the government agricultural tax revenue;
FEC.H: regional (zonal) annuity of the government agricultural (fertilizer) subsidy
expenditure.

For eachof these attributes, bothzonal and regionalvalues areaccounted. Alltheattributes are
calculated by making use of the inputvariables (the so-called pricing activities) and the outputandlaboursourcevariables (theso-called costing activities).Thesevariablesaremultiplied with
the relevant prices20'informative' rows therefore contain the relevant prices under the relevant
input-, output- and labour source variables.

With the exception of the employment attribute where unity is used instead of aprice.
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Objective function

Twotypesof objectivefunction areconsidered, namelynational-economic and private-financial.
The national-economic objective function calculates the regional optimal plan as seen in the
national-economic context. It thereby uses theeconomic prices and the shadow price of labour.
The precise value of the latter is however unknown. Therefore two versions of the nationaleconomic objective function are presented, one assuming the shadow wage rate to be Rs. 15
manday"1 21, the other assuming it to be Rs. 0 manday'.22 These two versions are considered
as the:
maximization of surplus at economic prices (calculated as ECOSUR);
maximization of value added at economic price (calculated as ECOVAL).
The private-financial objective function calculates the regional optimal plan as seen in the
'super'-farmers context. It thereby uses the financial farm-gate prices and the actual wage rate.
This objective function is considered as the maximization of surplus at financial prices
(calculated as FINSUR).

2.3 Results of the regional model

In this paragraph the results of the regional model are presented. Firstly the returns of the
optimal solutions are presented. Secondly the consequences of the optimal solutions for land
use, production and employment are presented. Finally various shadow prices are presented23.

Optimal solutions

The optimization of value added at economic prices under the constraints given results in an
optimal lahd useplanthat from here on will bereferred to as 'theeconomic-valueadded-plan'.
Similarly,theoptimizationof surplus ateconomicprices resulted in 'theeconomic-surplus-plan'
and the optimization of surplus at financial prices resulted in 'thefinancial-surplus-plan'. It
should be remembered that there is a difference in prices used between the economic and

This shadow wage rate is based on the assumption that the actual wage rate of Rs. 15 manday'1 is a good
approximation of the real value of labour.
This extreme low shadow wage rate is based on the assumption that the actual wage rate greatly overvalues the
real value of labour. This assumption might bejustified in view of the very high unemployment rates.
Readers interested in the detailed results can obtain a working document (Erenstein & Schipper, 1991) and the
computer listings concerning the various models. Both are available upon request from the Department of
Development Economics, Wageningen Agricultural University.
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financialplans so thatthe returns generated by the plans are not directly comparable. Table 2.3
therefore presents the returns of theeconomic-value added-plan, theeconomic-surplus-plan and
thefinancial-surplus-plan inbotheconomic andfinancialprices. Ateconomicprices valueadded
is naturally highest under the economic-value added-plan. The economic-surplus-plan and the
financial-surplus-plan produce a value added at economic prices that is respectively Rs. 16*106
year'1 and Rs. 72*106 year ' lower. At financial prices surplus is naturally highest under the
financial-surplus-plan. The economic-value added-plan and the economic-surplus-plan produce
a surplus at financial prices that is respectively Rs. 106*106year"1and Rs. 20*106year"' lower.
The economic-surplus-plan always takes an intermediate position between the economic-value
added and financial-surplus-plan, since ituseseconomicprices(as intheeconomic-value addedplan) but also assumes a (shadow) wage rate of Rs. 15 manday' (as in the financial-surplusplan). The differences between the returns of the economic-value added-plan, the economicsurplus-plan and thefinancial-surplus-plancan be explained by the different acreages of LUTs
in each case. These different acreages of LUTs influence production and the use of labour,
fertilizer and other inputs. Theconsequences of the three plansfor land use,production and the
use of labour are discussed hereafter.
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Table 2.3

Returns of the economic-valueadded-plan, the economic-surplus-planand the
financial-surplus-plan inbotheconomicandfinancialprices. (The returnstothe
originalobjectivefunctions are underlined.)

VALUEADDED

Rs. 106year'

SURPLUS'

ECONOMIC-VALUE ADDED LANDUSEPLAN
Expressedin:
Economic prices
1.019
Financial prices
536

699
216

ECONOMIC-SURPLUS LAND USEPLAN
Expressedin:
Economic prices
Financial prices

724
300

1,003
580

FINANCIAL-SURPLUS LAND USEPLAN
Expressedin:
Economic prices
Financial prices

947
578

689
320

' All labour isvalued at a wage rateof Rs. 15manday'.

Consequences for land use

The optimization of the economic-value added, the economic-surplus and the financial-surplus
objective functions results inthree clearly different land useplansfor the Mataradistrict. These
three land use plans arepresented inTable 2.4. Itshould be remembered thatthetwo economic
objective functions calculate two versions of the regional optimal plan as seen in the nationaleconomic context. However, while the first version assumes the shadow wage rate to be Rs. 0
manday', the second assumes this to be Rs. 15 manday'. The financial objective function
calculates the regional optimal plan as seen in the 'super'-farmers context when we value all
labour against the wage rate of Rs. 15 manday '. On basis of the acreages occupied, the five
most important land uses in the economic-value added-plan occupy 87 %of total district area.
These land uses are: 1. rubber (23 %of district area); 2. forest (22 %); 3. homestead (21 %);
4. paddy (13 %); and 5. VP tea (9 %). In the economic-surplus-plan, the five most important
land uses occupy 89 %of total district area. These land uses are: 1. coconut (24 %); 2. forest
(22 %); 3. homestead (21 %); 4. paddy (13 %); and 5. VP tea (9 %). In the case of the
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Table 2.4

Totalacreagesofthe variousLUTs (unit: ha)andthepercentage share ofeach
zone in the economic-value added, the economic-surplus and the financialsurplus-plan.

LUT

Economic-value added -plan
ha
North Centre South

Economic-surnlus-Dlan
ha
North Centre South

Financial-surplus plan
ha
North Centre South

VPtea

11,761

11,549

11,549

100
Rubber

29,242

Coconut

9,419

85

10

23

77

0

10

64

27

30,911
30

12

59

917

37,800

917
100

100

Irrigated paddy

Forest
Town

6

79

18

52

9

79

9

44

47

3

79

18

24

76

3

79

18

28

47

25

43

48

9

9

12

79

67

33

7,100

478
100
1,318
71

29
1,680

7,401
49

51

100

39

52

9

28

47

25

50

42

8

9,197

9,198
39

52

9

28

47

25

50

42

8

1,680

28,969

28,557

37,156

1,045

1,045
12

79

1,045
9

12

79
960

960

960
33

100
26,560

26.560

26,560

67

67
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financial-surplus-plan, the five most important land uses occupy 95 %of total district area: 1.
coconut (29 %); 2. forest (29 %); 3. homestead (21 %);4. VPtea (9 %); and 5. paddy (7 %).
Other differences between thethree landuseplans includethedivisionof the acreages over the
distinguished zones and suitability classes.
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21

845

7,100

9
Water bodies

100
6,141

94

Rainfed paddy
9,198
hand labour
39
Rainfed paddy
animal traction
Rainfed paddy
mechanized traction

Homestead

100

2,163

7,100

3

114

18
4,823

3

Rainfed paddy

97

100

79

22

4,946

114
3

65
100

4,904

4,953

Irrigated paddy
7,100
hand labour
Irrigated paddy
animal traction
Irrigated paddy
mechanized traction

13
917

100
Cinnamon

100

7,600
6

with buffalo

100

VP tea is by far the most interesting LUT (of the ones considered) as far as value added and
surplus are concerned (both at economic and financial prices). However, due to the binding
market constraint, tea acreage islimited and confined to themore suitable northern zone. Using
seedling tea would allow a larger (seedling) tea acreage but gives a lower value added and
surplus. This can be seen in the economic andfinancialmaximization problems by the fact that
seedling tea was never taken up in the basis. The distribution of the tea acreage over the land
suitability classes is different for the economic-value added-plan on the one side, and the
economic-surplus and the financial-surplus-plan ontheother. Intheeconomic-value added-plan
there is a trade off between VP tea and coconut on land that is classified as SI for both. This
results in 11,761 ha of VP tea, of which 87 % (10,230 ha) is land that is classified as SI for
tea (see Table 2.5). In Matara district there is a total of 10,865 ha of SI tea land. Therefore,
in the economic-value added-plan a total of 896 ha of SI tea land is displaced by coconut24.
In both the economic-surplus and the financial-surplus-plan the (shadow) wage rate is assumed
to be Rs. 15 manday"' instead of the Rs. 0 manday' in the economic-value added-plan. As a
result labour costs press heavily on the labour intensive tea cultivation which make it more
interesting to reduce the tea acreage to the most suitable land units. The trade off between
coconut and tea turns in favour of tea and this results in all SI tea land to beput under VP tea.
The remaining tea production that is allowed for by the market constraint takes place on S2tea
land. Total tea acreage isnaturally lower under the economic-surplus and the financial-surplusplan since more tea is produced on SI land with the same market constraint.

Rubber and coconut can best be considered together. Value added at economic prices is very
similar for both crops for the different land suitability classes. On land that has an equal
suitability for both crops, rubber has a slightly higher value added on SI land, but coconut has
the higher on S2 and S3 land. However, suitability for rubber and for coconut are seldom the
same. In the economic-value added-plan for Matara district this results in a large area planted
with rubber (23 %ofdistrictarea) and aconsiderably smaller area withcoconut (7 % of district
area25). Rubber, however, requires a substantial labour input (notably harvesting labour, which
is considered to be suitability independent) when compared to coconut. Therefore, when the

Note that the land unit in question were the trade off takes place is also SI for rubber. As mentioned below
economic-value added is slightly higher for SI rubber than for SI coconut, and therefore one would expect the
trade off to take place between VP tea and rubber instead of VP tea and coconut. However, the northern annual
labour constraint is binding in the optimal economic-value added-plan. As a result the marginal cost of labour
is Rs. 2 manday ' (i.e. the 'transportationfee") in the economic-value added-plan. This non-zero marginal cost
of labour causes the model to prefer the less labour intensive coconut instead of rubber on SI land inthe northern
zone.
Coconut acreages always include area under coconut with buffalo, unless otherwise specified.
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Table 2.5

Totalacreagesofthe variousLUTs (unit: ha)andthepercentage share ofeach
suitability class in the economic-value added, the economic-surplus and the
financial-surplus-plan.

LUT

Economic-value added -plan
S2
ha
SI
S3

Economic-surDlus-olan
ha
SI
S2
S3

Financial-surolus-Dlan
ha
SI
S2
S3

VPtea

11,761

11,549

11,549

87
Rubber

29,242

Coconut

9,419

0

73

26

1

68

77

21

3

94

6

64

30

31

69

37,800

4.904
32

Irrigated paddy
7,100
hand labour
33
Irrigated paddy
animal traction
Irrigated paddy
mechanized traction

66

2

40

27

34

67
114
100

100
6,141

4.823
26

54

20

48

8

44

33

40

27

7,100
27

30

70

37

42

4

96

33

49

21

845

2,163

40

6

4,946

114

7,100
33

Rainfed paddy

7

4,953

Rainfed paddy
9,198
hand labour
Rainfed paddy
animal traction
Rainfed paddy
mechanized traction

6

30,911
33

Irrigated paddy

94
7,600

93

Cinnamon

13

7,100

478
100
1,318
71

29

25

75

30

70

7,401

9,198

1,680

9,197
30

70

100
1,680

100

shadow wage rate isassumed tobeRs. 15manday'' insteadof Rs. 0manday"' labour costspress
moreheavily on rubber thanoncoconut. Surplusateconomicprices, therefore, is considerably
lower for rubber than for coconut for the different land suitability classes. In the economicsurplus-plan this results in a large area planted with coconut (24 % of district area) and a
considerably smaller area with rubber (6 %of district area). Government taxation, moreover,
is considerably higher for rubber than for coconut. In addition, rubber makes a relatively
limited use of the highly subsidized fertilizer. The difference between coconut and rubber for
surplus at financial prices is therefore even more pronounced than the difference between
surplus ateconomic prices. Thebalance, therefore, shifts completely infavour of coconut. This
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results in a financial-surplus-plan where, when compared to the economic plans, rubber has
been totally displaced by coconut.

Coconut with buffalo isan interesting LUT, both economically and financially speaking. This
LUT, however, only occupies a limited acreage due to the binding market constraint for curd.
Inall three plans acreage is limited to less than 1,000 ha (0.7 %of district area, see Table 2.4,
and confined to the central zone. The buffalo component is considered to be suitability
independent. The acreage could, therefore, alsobeconfined toanother zonewithout influencing
the return of the optimal solution, as long as:
the labour constraints remain non-binding in that other zone;
the coconut acreage is large enough in the other zone to absorb the buffalo component.
In the present situation the LUT coconut with buffalo could therefore also be confined to the
southern zone or be spread over the central and southern zone without influencing the return
of the optimal solution. The LUT coconut with buffalo could not, however, be moved to the
northern zone without influencing the return of the optimal solution. The reason is that the
labour constraints are binding in the northern zone. If the LUT coconut with buffalo is taken
up in the northern zone, it creates an additional labour demand. This labour demand can only
bemet by either attracting central labour (at thecost of the so-called 'transportationfee *) or by
displacing labour now usedby other LUTs in the northernzone. Whatever thecase, this would
always have a negative influence on the return of the optimal solution.

Cinnamon also is an interesting LUT as far as value added and surplus are concerned (bothat
economic and financial prices). However, duetothebindingmarket constraint totalacreage can
only be limited. The allowable acreage is further reduced by the fact that a considerable share
(10 %)of the allowable cinnamon production comes from the homesteads. Another interesting
aspect of cinnamon is itsability to produce on soilsthat are marginal to other crops. Cinnamon
acreage is therefore concentrated in the northern zone on the less suitable soils26. The
economic-value added-planplacesasmall share (2 %)of thecinnamon acreageonS3cinnamon
land(seeTable2.5). Theeconomic-surplus (andthefinancial-surplus-plan), however, placethe
entire cinnamon acreage on SI and S2cinnamon land. Therefore, when assuming the (shadow)
wage rate to be Rs. 15 manday', it appears to be more interesting to achieve the market
constraint on the more suitable SI and S2 land, leaving S3 land fallow.

Less suitable is used here in the general sense, i.e. marginal for most crops, but not necessarily for cinnamon.
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Citronelia is an uninteresting LUT from both an economic as a financial point of view. In all
cases there always appear to be better alternatives. Citronelia has a negative surplus for all
suitability classes (both at economic and financial prices). It will therefore never be taken up
in the basis of a surplus maximizing problem.

In each of the three land use plans the irrigated paddy acreage equals 5.5 % of the district
area, being clearly limited by the available irrigational infrastructure. In each plan it therefore
appears that irrigated paddy ismore interesting than rainfed paddy. Thepreference for irrigated
paddy is based on the following:
irrigated paddy achieves higher yieldsthan rainfed paddy on land that isequally suited for
both while the labour and other costs of irrigation are limited.
irrigation can upgrade land suitability for paddy, i.e. land that is only marginally or not
suitable for rainfed paddy isnormally better suitedfor irrigated paddy. Consequently most
paddy lands are less suited for rainfed than for irrigated paddy.

The rainfed paddy acreage occupies about7 %of thedistrictarea intheeconomic-value added
and the economic-surplus-plan. In the financial-surplus-plan rainfed paddy occupies less than
1.5 % of the district area. The difference in paddy acreages between the two economic plans
onthe oneside, and thefinancial-surplus-plan onthe other, iscaused by the severe discrepancy
between the economic and the financial price of paddy. As a result the financial-surplus of a
rainfed paddy crop is negative on S3paddy lands. It so happens to be that the largest share of
the potential rainfed paddy acreage in Matara district is qualified as S3 land. In the financialsurplus-plan all these S3 rainfed paddy lands will remain fallow, thereby reducing the rainfed
paddy acreage considerably when compared to the two economic plans. In the economic-value
added-plan, irrigatedpaddyusinghandlabouristhemostinterestingofthethreeirrigatedpaddy
based LUTs while rainfed paddy using hand labour is the most interesting of the three rainfed
paddy based LUTs (see Table 2.4). They are the more interesting since labour costs are zero
(shadow wage rate is Rs. 0 manday') while paddy using traction (animal or mechanized) has
additional land preparation costs. In the economic-surplus-plan the division of irrigated and
rainfed paddy acreages over the zones and suitability classes is similar to the economic-value
added-plan. The types of irrigated and rainfed LUTstaken up, however, are quitedifferent. In
the economic-surplus-plan irrigated paddy using hand labourbecomes themost uninterestingof
the three irrigated paddy based LUTs while rainfed paddy using hand labour becomes the most
uninterestingofthethree rainfed paddy based LUTs.Thesubstantial labourrequirement ofland
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preparation and the shadow wage rate of Rs. 15 manday ' makes the use of traction power
interesting. Some soils, notably the bog and half-bog soils, have a poor bearing capacity and
cannot support buffalo or tractors. This part of the paddy acreage (1,770 ha), therefore, has to
remain fallow or usehand labour. On the remaining paddy acreage traction power canbe used.
There is, however, only a limited stock of buffalo available, part of which is used for milk
production (see coconut with buffalo above). The remaining buffalo stock can be used for
draught power but is not sufficient to prepare all remaining paddy lands with animal traction.
Mechanized traction is used to prepare the remaining paddy acreage. Also in the financialsurplus-plan extensive use is made of traction power. Even though rainfed paddy acreage is
greatly reduced when compared to the two economic plans (see above), the buffalo stock
remains insufficient to prepare all paddy land with animal traction. Therefore also use ismade
of mechanized traction power. Another interesting aspect is the division of the traction power
sources over thedifferent zones intheeconomic-surplus and the financial-surplus-plans. Aswas
just explained, the buffalo stock is insufficient to prepare all paddy lands with animal traction
and therefore also use is made of mechanized traction power. Mechanized traction power uses
less labour but has higher other costs than animal traction. Labour constraints are, however,
binding in the northern zone in the optimal solution in ail plans. As a result the marginal cost
of labour is increased by Rs. 2 manday"' (the so-called 'transportationfee'). This causes the
model to allocate the allowable animal traction to the central and southern zone, while in the
northern zone use is made of the less labour intensive mechanized traction power.

Allareasconsidered forhomestead based LUTsareplacedunderhomesteadsinallthreeplans.
Consequently about 21 % of the district area is under homesteads in each plan. The highest
concentration is to be found in the coastal zone (32 % of zone area) and the lowest in the
northern zone (16 %of zone area).

All non-agricultural LUTs were assumed to be non-optional and therefore to remain on their
1980 acreages. LUs that are considered unsuitable for perennial and annual based LUTs are
assumed tobe reforested ineach plan. Therefore nodifferences should beexpected between the
economic-value added, theeconomic-surplus andthefinancial-surplus-plan. However, the three
different plans allow certain areas of marginal land to remain uncultivated. It is assumed that
these will be reforested and consequently forest acreage under the three plans is different (see
Table 2.4).
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Consequences for production

Theconsequences of theeconomic-value added, theeconomic-surplus and the financial-surplusplan for districtproduction arepresented inTable2.6. Thesametablealsopresentsthedivision
of the production over the different land suitability classes under each plan. The division of
production over the suitability classes in the plans is similar to the division of acreages.
However, thedivision isnot identical dueto thefact thatyieldsare related to suitability classes.
The share of SI lands in a particular crop's production istherefore higher or equal to its share
inthecrop's acreage. The opposite canbesaid abouttheshareof S3lands inaparticular crop's
production. The situation for S2lands isdependent on the shares of SI and S3lands. Tea, curd
and cinnamon production is clearly limited by the market constraints in each plan, since total
production equals allowableproduction. Thisalsopresents thefirst aggregationproblem: in the
regional model acreage and therefore production could be limited, thus holding prices for these
products constant. But ifthetotal acreage and therefore production isdistributed over anumber
of autonomously producing farms, production is less easily limited. Total district production
could exceed the allowable production, thus possibly causing a decline in prices.

In the two economic plans about 80 % of the irrigated paddy production comes from SI and
S2paddy land, whereas less than 40 %of the rainfed paddy productioncomes from SI and S2
paddy land. The reasons for thelarge share of rainfed productioncoming from marginal rainfed
lands are:
the marginal suitability of the paddy lands in Matara for rainfed paddy cultivation;
the lackof alternativesonthesepaddy lands:mostofthepaddy landscanonlybe occupied
by a paddy based LUT while irrigation facilities are limited.
In the financial-surplus-plan more than 85 %of the irrigated paddy production comes from SI
and S2land, whereas all rainfed paddy production comes from S2 land. The latter is the result
of the negative financial-surplus on S3 rainfed paddy lands and again the lack of alternatives,
which causes the model to opt for a land use plan where these soils remain fallow. For the
perennials the case is different: in each of the plans, production comes predominantly (i.e. >
85 %) from SI and S2 lands27. The main reason for this is that the different LUs have
different suitabilities for the different perennial based LUTs. The model therefore has more
possibilities of shifting perennial based LUTs to the LUs most suitable for the specific LUTs.

Note that suitability is crop dependent. E.g. land classified as SI for one crop might be S2, S3 or even N for
another.
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Table 2.6

Product

Totalannualproductionofthe variousagriculturalproducts (various units) and
the percentage share of each suitability class in the economic-valueadded,
economic-surplusandfinancial-surplus-plan.

Economic-value added-Dlan
Total SI
S2
S3

Tea
27.000
(106 kg made tea)
90
Rubber
26.926
(106 kg dry sheets)
95
Coconut
(lO'nuts)
Cinnamon'
(106 kg quills)

Economic-suirplus-plan
Total
SI
S2
S3

27.000

27.000

10

5

96

0

82.802

6.626
78

5

21

61

82

2.400

1

17

35

54

1

2.400
36

54

Irrigated paddy 42.702
(106 kg paddy)
43

40

18

42.702
43

40

39

61

Rainfed paddy
33.356
(10« kg paddy)

5

96

305.861
39

Financial-surah us-plan
Total
SI
S2
S3

1

18

33.356

357.440
72

25

2.400
34

57

43.933
42

47

4

12

7.938
39

61

100

' Suitability classes of the land on which homegarden cinnamon production takes place is unknown.
Homegarden cinnamon production accounts for 10 % of total cinnamon production.

This isoff course a notable example of aggregation bias: land use isoptimized over the district
using allocation possibilities that may not be available to the individual farmers.

Consequences for employment

There is a marked difference in total annual agricultural employment between the three plans.
Compared totheeconomic-value added-planwithanaverage employment of 22.7*ltf mandays
year', employment is reduced by nearly 15 % in the economic-surplus-plan (% based on
economic-value added-plan employment). This naturally is a consequence of the assumptions
underlying the two different economic plans. In the economic-value added-plan the shadow
wage rate is assumed to be Rs. 0 manday' whereas in the economic-surplus-plan the shadow
wage rate is assumed to be Rs. 15 manday'. In a maximization problem this will cause the
economic-surplus objective function to choose labour saving LUTs if value added is similar.
Compared to the economic-surplus-plan, employment is further reduced by more than 8 %in
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thefinancial-surplus-plan (%based on economic-surplus-plan employment)28. Thecause of this
difference is to be found in the discrepancy between economic and financial prices and the
influence this has on the optimal land use, as in both these plans (shadow) wage rates are
assumed to be Rs. 15 manday '. Unemployment, however, remains high in all cases. In the
economic-value added-plan nearly 35 %of the agricultural labour force remains unemployed
onanannual basis. Fortheeconomic-surplus andthefinancial-surplus-plan thisfigureisashigh
as 44 %and nearly 49 %.

On a district basis tea is the largest agricultural employer in all plans. In the economic-value
added-plan rubber takes a second place, paddy (irrigated and rainfed) a third. In the economicsurplus-plan rubber is displaced by coconut as second largest agricultural employer, while
(irrigated and rainfed) paddy remains the third largest. In the financial-surplus-plan coconut
remains the second largest agricultural employer, while cinnamonjoins (irrigated and rainfed)
paddy as being the third largest. Tea accounts for nearly 41 % of the district agricultural
employment inthe economic-value added-plan, about 47 %inthe economic-surplus and nearly
52 % in the financial-surplus-plan. In absolute terms, however, tea employment is reduced
somewhat when going from the economic-value added-plan on the one side, to the economicsurplus and financial-surplus-plan on the other. This is a result of the complete concentration
of thetea acreage onthemore suitablelands. Sinceteaacreage isconfined tothe northern zone
in each plan, employment is also largest in this zone. The displacement of rubber by coconut,
which takes place changing from the economic-value added to the financial-surplus-plan, has
notable consequences for the employment situation. In the economic-value added-plan rubber
and coconut29 together account for 6.8*106 mandays year'. In the economic-surplus-plan this
isreduced to4.8*106mandaysyear'1 and inthe financial-surplus-plan evento 3.9*10*mandays
year'. The displacement of hand labour by traction power on the paddy lands also has notable
consequences for the employment situation. Intheeconomic-value added-plan paddy (irrigated
plus rainfed) account for 3.5*106 mandays year'. This is reduced to 2.3*10*mandays year ' in
theeconomic-surplus-plan. Thereductionofthe(rainfed) paddyacreage inthe financial-surplusplan when compared to the economic plans has further consequences for the employment
situation: in the financial-surplus-plan the employment in paddy account for only 1.6*10^
mandays year'.

Compared to the economic-value added-plan this figure is 21.5 %(% based on economic-value added-plan
employment).
Including labour related to coconut component in the LUT coconut with buffalo.
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Shadow prices

Shadowprices providevaluable information aboutthescarcity of resources. Theshadow prices
of LUs are however only of limited interest as the differentiated land resource basis is
considered to be unchangeable for the time period considered, i.e. there is no change in the
supply of land nor change inthe suitability classes of the various LUs considered. The shadow
price of a LU in the economic-value added-plan represents the value added at economic prices
of the best alternative for that particular LU. This is most easily seen when considering LUs
that have only limited alternatives:
E.g. 1:

LU 'NOOl' (Northern zone, land unit 1) has a shadow price of Rs. 0 ha'year'.
This land unit can only be used for forest. Forest is a non-agricultural LUT and
therefore has a value added of Rs. 0 ha''year'.

E.g. 2:

LU 'CE37' (Central zone, land unit 37)has a shadow price of Rs. 5,662 ha'year"
'. This land unit canonlybeused for rainfed paddy based LUTsdueto the limited
alternatives available for this LU and the binding central irrigation constraint. As
a result rainfed paddy using hand labour is economically speaking the most
interesting alternative. An extra ha would therefore be put under this LUT. This
gives an extra value added of Rs. 5,662 ha'year' (cropping intensity is 175 %,
value added per season is Rs. 3,235 ha').

Buttheshadow price of LUscannaturally alsobederived when more complicated relationships
are considered:
E.g. 3:

LU 'NO02' (Northernzone, landunit 2)has ashadow price of Rs. 7,298 ha'year"
'. This land unit can only be used for perennial based LUTs. Suitabilities of this
LU for the various perennial LUTs are: (VP or seedling) tea: SI; rubber: N;
coconut: S2; cinnamon: SI; and citronella: SI. In the optimal plan market
constraints for tea, curd and cinnamon are binding. LUTs producing these
products can therefore not be considered as alternatives, unless tea and cinnamon
LUTs on other LUs are displaced. This is exactly what happens since the most
attractive alternative istodisplace 1 haof teaon LU 'N019' (Northern zone, land
unit 19) with coconut and plant the extra ha of 'NO02' with VP tea (Some
suitabilities of LU 'N019' are: (VPor seedling) tea: SI; rubber: SI and coconut:
SI). Coconut givesavalue added of Rs.7,516ha''year ' on SI land. The northern
annual labour constraint, however, isbinding in the optimal plan. As a result Rs.
2 manday' (the so-called 'transportationfee")havetobe paid for every additional
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manday used inthe northern zone. Since coconut has anaverage labouruse of 109
mandays year ' on SI land, a total of Rs. 218 year'1 transportation costs have to
be deducted. This amount deducted from the value added of coconut resulting in
a return of Rs. 7,298 ha 'year ', i.e. the shadow price of LU 'NO02'. The shadow
price of a LU in the economic-surplus and the financial-surplus-plan represent
respectively the economic-surplus and the financial-surplus of the best alternative
for that particular LU in the respective plan. A reasoning similar to the one
derived for the economic-value added shadow prices applies for these shadow
prices of the LUs.

Thecentral and thesouthern zoneappeared tohave apermanent excesssupplyof labour ineach
of the three plans, i.e. none of the central or southern labour constraints was binding.
Consequently the shadow price of labour30 is Rs. 0 manday ' in these zones (on both a
monthly as an annual basis). The northern zone, however, does have a labour shortage in the
financial-surplus-plan in the months May, June and October. To ease this shortage, labour can
beattracted from thecentral zone, butat theadditional expense of Rs. 2manday' (the so-called
'transportationfee"). Consequently theshadowpriceoflabour isRs. 2manday ' inthe northern
zone inthese tightmonths. Theother monthshaveslack labour. Consequently theshadow price
of labour is Rs. 0 manday"' in the northern zone in these slack months. The annual northern
labour constraint is not binding in the financial-surplus-plan. The two economic plans do have
a labour shortage in the northern zone onboth an annual basis as in the months May, June and
October (as well as in September in the economic-value added-plan). To ease this shortage,
labourcanbeattracted from thecentral zone, againattheadditionalexpense of Rs. 2 manday'.
Easingthe monthly constraints inthetight months, however, hasno effect as longastheannual
constraint is binding. The shadow price of the northern monthly constraints is therefore Rs. 0
manday' in the two economic plans. Easing the annual constraint does effect the labour
availability. The shadow price of the northern annual labour constraint is therefore Rs. 2
manday' in the two economic plans.

Inthe economic-value added-plan buffalo were only used for milk (curd)production. The milk
production was limited by the curd market constraint, and not by the stock of buffalo. The
buffalo constraint was therefore not binding. Consequently the economic-value added shadow

It should be noted that this shadow price of labour isontopof the labour costs charged ineach of the three plans,
i.e. the assumed shadow wage rate of Rs. 0 manday ' in the economic-value added-plan on the one side, and the
Rs. 15 manday ' in the economic-surplus and financial-surplus plan on the other.
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priceofbuffalo isRs.0head"'year-1. Inboththeeconomic-surplusasthe financial-surplus-plan
extensiveuse wasmadeof buffalo for bothmilk (curd)production anddraughtpower. Themilk
production was again limited by the curd market constraint. The use of draught power,
however, was limited by the availability of buffalo. As a consequence use had to be made of
mechanized traction, which is in bothplans lessattractive than animal traction. The extra costs
of using mechanized traction are Rs. 130 ha 'season'. With a cropping intensity of 175 % the
extra costs amount to Rs. 227.5 ha'year' while each ha requires 1buffalo. The shadow price
of buffalo therefore amounts to Rs. 227.5 head'year'.

The irrigation constraint for each zone was binding in each of the three plans. Table 2.7
presents the zonal shadow price of irrigation in each plan31.
Table 2.7

Zonalshadowprices ofirrigation (Rs.ha' year') intheeconomic-valueadded,
the economic-surplusand thefinancial-surplus-plan.

Zone

North
Centre
South

Economic-value
added-plan

7,116
8,137
16,020

Economicsurplus-plan

5,165
5,180
14,340

Financialsurplus-plan

1,406

282
6,661

The shadow price of irrigation in the southern zone in the economic-value added-plan can be
derived as follows. In the optimal economic-value added-plan only 626 ha of LU 'SOW'
(Southern zone, land unit 10)are occupied by the LUT irrigated paddy using hand labour. The
remaining 380 ha of this LU are occupied by the LUT rainfed paddy using hand labour. The
LU 'SOW is SI for irrigated paddy and only S3 for rainfed paddy. When the irrigation
constraint is eased with 1ha, 1ha of rainfed paddy would be replaced with 1ha of irrigated
paddy. The economic-value added of irrigated paddy using hand labour on this LU is Rs.
21,681ha"'year"'(valueaddedper seasonisRs. 12,389ha'season'1and cropping intensity is 175
%) and for rainfed paddy this amount is Rs. 5,661 ha'year'1 (value added per season is Rs.
3,235 ha'season"' andcropping intensity is 175 %).Thiswouldtherefore giveanadditional Rs.
16,020ha 'year ', i.e. theshadowprice of irrigation inthesouthern zone inthe economic-value

It should be noted that the shadow price of irrigation is net of the original cost of irrigation.
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added-plan. The other zonal shadow prices of irrigation in each of the plans can be derived in
a similar way.

All three market constraints were binding in each of the three plans. Table 2.8 presents the
shadow prices of the three products subject to market constraints in each plan32. The
shadow prices that are most easily derived are the ones for curd since curd production is
suitability independent and isanadditional incometotheLUTcoconut withbuffalo. Economicvalue added by the curd component is Rs. 3,303 ha'year' while annual milk (curd) yield is
1,200 liters ha'. Economic-value added on a liter basis istherefore Rs. 2.75 liter'. Loosening
thecurdmarketconstraint results inanextensionofthe LUTcoconutwithbuffalo inthe central
and/or southern zone, at the cost of the LUT coconut. Since curd is an additional income it
requires no further sacrifices. The economic-value added on a liter basis is therefore equal to
the shadow price of curd in the economic-value added-plan. The shadow price of curd in the
economic-surplus and financial-surplus-plan canbe derived in a similar way when respectively
economic and financial surplus of the buffalo component are used instead of the value added.
Table 2.8

Shadow prices of the three products subject to market constraints in the
economic-valueadded,the economic-surplus and the financial-surplus-plan.

Product

Economic-value
added-plan

Made tea (Rs. kg ')
Cinnamon quills (Rs. kg')
Curd(Rs. 1')

14.62
9.08
2.75

Economicsurplus-plan

9.90
5.12
1.63

Financialsurplus-plan

2.48
5.96
1.63

The shadow prices for tea and cinnamon are more complicated since these two products are
clearly not additional and thus require sacrifices. The economic-value added shadow price of
tea will be derived here. The other shadow prices can be derived in a similar way. In the
economic-value added-plan there isa trade-off between VP tea and coconut on the LU 'NO19'
(Northern zone, land unit 19). This LU isclassified as SI for both LUTs. Value added for VP
tea and coconut on this LU is respectively Rs. 43,609 ha'year' and Rs. 7,516 ha'year'.
Average VP tea yield on this LU is2,373 kg made teaha'year'. Each extra hectare of VP tea

It should be noted that this shadow price of each product is on top ofthe original economic and financial prices
used in respectively the two economic and the financial plans, i.e. it is a scarcity rent.
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on this LU yields a value added of Rs. 43,609, but at the same time sacrifices the value added
by coconut (i.e. Rs. 7,516). In addition VP tea annually requires 696 extra mandays. This
labour demand can only be met by the central labour force (as the northern annual labour
constraint is binding) at the additional expense of the so-called 'transportationfee' of Rs. 2
manday ' (i.e. Rs. 1,392). The net return of an extra hectare of VP tea istherefore Rs. 34,701.
The net returnof an extra kg of made tea istherefore Rs. 14.62 kg'1 (= 34,701/2,373) and this
is the economic shadow price of tea.
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THE REGIONAL MODEL WITH MULTIPLE CRITERIA ANALYSIS

In this chapter we combine the regional model with multiple criteria analysis. The first
paragraph willshortlydiscuss multiplecriteria analysis. Thesecond paragraph willpresent how
the multiple criteria analysis was included in the model. The third paragraph will present the
results generated by the model.

3.1 Multiple criteria analysis

The traditional framework that is normally used for the analysis of decision making,
presupposes the existence of three elements (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 3):
a decision maker;
an array of feasible choices; and
a well defined criterion that canbe used to associate anumber with each alternativeso that
the feasible set can be ranked and ordered to find the optimal value.
Mathematical programming can easily be used to solve these decision making problems. The
feasible solutions are those that satisfy the constraints of the problem. These feasible solutions
are ordered according to a given criterion (i.e. the objective function) representing the
preferences of the decision maker. The optimum solution is found from the feasible set using
a mathematical procedure to find the highest possible value for the objective function (Romero
& Rehman, 1989: 4). In the last chapter we have used this traditional approach to find the
optimal land use plan for Matara district for three separate criteria or objective functions,
namelymaximization of respectivelyvalueaddedateconomicprices, surplusateconomic prices
andsurplusatfinancial prices.Notwithstandingthefact thatthistraditionalapproach islogically
sound, most often itdoes notreflect the real life decisionmaking situations.Thedecisionmaker
is usually not interested in ordering the feasible set according tojust one single criterion alone
but seems to be striving to find an optimal compromise amongst several objectives. Multiple
objectives are the rule rather than the exception in agricultural decision making (Romero &
Rehman, 1989: 3-5). It is, for example, conceivable that a land use planner, aiming to
maximize thebenefits for theeconomy, atthesame time wishesto maximize farm level income
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and agricultural employment. In this study these attributes are approximated in the following
way:
the benefits for the economy are approximated by the value added at economic prices
(attribute 'ECOVALy.
the farm level income is approximated by the surplus at financial prices (attribute
'FINSURy, and
the agricultural employment is approximated by the agricultural demand for labour
(attribute 'EMPLOY1).
There is, however, a considerable degree of conflict between these three objectives. This can
most easily be investigated in a so-called 'pay-offmatrix'. This isa square matrix thatpresents
the results of optimizing each of the three objectives separately over the efficient set, and then
to compute the value of each attribute at each of the optimal solutions33 (Romero & Rehman,
1989: 69). Table 3.1 presents the 'pay-off matrix' for the three objectives, maximization of
value added at economic prices, maximization of surplus at financial prices and maximization
of employment. The elements of the maindiagonal inthe 'pay-offmatrix' are referred to asthe
'idealsolution'. The 'idealsolution'is the Utopian solution where all objectives achieve their
optimal value (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 70). In our case the 'idealsolution' (underlined in
Table 3.1) is a value added at economic prices of Rs. 1,019*106 year', a surplus at financial
prices of Rs. 320*106 year' and an employment of 25.8*106 mandays year'. The 'ideal
solution' is infeasible when the objectives are in conflict, as in our case. When we take the
worst element34 from each row of the 'pay-offmatrix' then we have what is called the 'antiidealsolution'.This isthe situationwhere all theobjectives achieve their worstvalues (Romero
& Rehman, 1989: 70).

In our case the 'anti-idealsolution' (bold in Table 3.1) is a value added at economic prices of
Rs. 710*106 year', a surplus at financial prices of Rs. 24*106 year'1 and an employment of
17.2*106mandays year"'. The 'anti-idealsolution'isof importance whennormalizing objective
functions measured in different units and with different absolute values (see next paragraph).
If objectives are inconflict, as inour case, what approaches dowehave ifwewantto maximize
these objectives simultaneously? A clearly different approach is needed than the traditional
framework used inthepreceding chapter. Romero and Rehman (1989)distinguishthe following

The so-called 'informativerows' (see preceding chapter) provide this information.
The worst element isnaturally dependent ontheobjective, i.e. themaximumelement iftheobjective isminimized
and the minimum element if the objective is maximized.
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Table 3.1

Pay-offmatrixfor thethreeobjectivesmaximizationof valueaddedat economic
prices, maximization of surplus at financial prices and maximization of
employment.

Objective function

Attribute

Maximization of
value added at
economic prices

Maximization of
surplus at
Maximization
financial prices
of employment

Value added at
economic prices
(Rs. 10' year')

1.019

947

710

Surplus at
financial prices
(Rs. 106 year')

216

320

24

Employment
(106 mandays year')

21.4

17.2

25.8

four different approaches to multiple criteria analysis.
Goal programming: the general aim is the simultaneous optimization of several goals.
For thatpurposethedeviationsfrom thedesired targetsand what isactually achievable are
minimized (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 31). This approach requires a lot of precise
information from a decision maker, amongst others the target values, the pre-emptive
ordering of preferences, etc. (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 101).
Multiobjective programming: the main purpose is to establish the set of Pareto optimal
or efficient solutions35 from the set of feasible solutions (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 63).
The only assumption made in this approach is that a decision maker is rational, i.e. his
choice willbelong tothisefficient subset, regardless ofhispreferences. Then, onthe basis
of the trade-offs between the objectives and his preferences, the decision maker can make
his decisions. However, no further guidelines are given for the final choice.
Compromise programming: the main purpose is to establish the optimal set within the
set of Pareto optimal or efficient solutions. To determine that optimal set it is necessary
to introduce the decision maker's preferences somehow. The basic idea in compromise
programming is to identify the 'idealsolution'and use this as a point of reference for the

The Pareto optimal or efficient solutions are feasible solutions such that no other feasible solution can achieve
the same orbetterperformance for all thecriteria underconsideration andstrictly better for atleast one criterion.
Inother words, aParetooptimal solution isafeasible solution for which anincrease inthe value of one criterion
can only be achieved by degrading the value of at least one other criterion (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 23).
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decision maker. Compromise programming assumes that any decision maker seeks a
solution as close as possible to the 'idealsolution'. To achieve this a closeness function
is introduced into the analysis. The concept of distance is used here not in its geometric
sense, but as a proxy measure for human preferences (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 85).
Interactive multiple criteria decision making approaches: these approaches imply a
progressive definition of the decision maker's preferences through an interaction between
him and the model. The interaction becomes a dialogue in which the model responds to
an initial set of the decision maker's preferences and trade-offs. When this response has
beenexamined by the decision maker, another set of preferences and trade-offs is offered,
and so on. Thus the process proceeds in an interactive and iterative way until the decision
maker has found a satisfactory solution (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 107). For further
details also see Fresco et al. (1992) or de Wit et al. (1988). For an example of this
approach see Ayyad & van Keulen (1987) or Veeneklaas (1990).

There is, however, no definite conclusion aboutthe superiority of onemultiple criteria analysis
approach relative to others. As Ignizio (as quoted in Romero & Rehman, 1989: 102) says:
'there is not now, and probably never shall be, one single 'best' approach to all types of
multiobjectivemathematical programmingproblems'. Inagriculturalplanninginvolvingmultiple
criteria decisions, thechoice ofa givenmultiplecriteria analysis approachas well asthe choice
of modelling technique will inevitably depend upon several factors (Romero & Rehman, 1989:
102), suchasthedata availability, thetimeand resources for (computer) analyses andthe nature
of the decision making process, including the decision maker.

3.2 Structure of the multiple criteria regional model

Formulated in a abstract way, decision making requires adecisionmaker. The four mentioned
approaches to multiple criteria analysis each involve a decision maker in a different way.
However, giventhehypothetical nature ofthepresent study andtheobsoletedataused, itwould
notmake muchsensetosimulatea 'real live' decisionmaking process. Atthesame time, given
the resources available for thestudy, itwould havebeen impossibletoorganisethe involvement
of a real live decision maker. In the present study we chose the compromise programming
approach for a multiple criteria analysis for Matara district. This choice is related to the
'unavailability'of adecision maker in our situation. Goal programming, for instance, requires
a lot of precise information from the decision maker. However, due to the 'unavailability'of
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adecisionmaker, weareuncertain aboutboththeprecise valuesofthedecisionmaker's targets,
as well as the precise specification of the decision maker's preferences with respect to each
attribute. Interactive multiple criteria decision making approaches, on the other hand, initially
require less precise information. One of the main advantages of these approaches is the
progressive definition of the decision maker's preferences through the interaction between the
decision maker and the model. However, in our case there is no 'real' decision maker and the
useof thisapproach would require many additional assumptions regarding thedecision maker's
preferences. Asa resultbothmultiobjectiveandcompromiseprogrammingapproaches appeared
to be more promising for this study than goal programming and interactive multiple criteria
decision making approaches. Note, however, that Table 3.1 could be a starting point for an
interactivemultiplecriteriadecisionmakingapproach.Compromiseprogrammingwas preferred
abovemultiobjective programming asitreduces theefficient setgenerated bythe multiobjective
programming to include only the optimal efficient set. It thereby uses an additional assumption
concerning the decision maker's preferences that appears to be quite realistic, namely that the
decision maker seeks a solution as close as possible to the 'ideal solution'. This paragraph
presents how compromise programming has been included in the regional model for the
example that was given in the previous paragraph. This example concerned the simultaneous
maximization of threeconflicting objectives, namelyofvalueaddedateconomicprices, surplus
at financial prices and employment.

The first step in compromise programming is to identify the 'ideal solution' (see preceding
paragraph). Since the 'idealsolution'is infeasible, because of the inherent conflict of multiple
objectives, it isthennecessary to lookfor compromise solutions.The 'idealsolution'isthereby
used asapointof reference for thedecisionmaker. Compromiseprogrammingassumesthatany
decision maker seeks a solution as close as possible to the 'idealsolution'. To achieve this a
closeness function is introduced into the analysis. This closeness function uses the notion of a
family of Lp metrics or a family of distance measures, providing a generalization of the
Euclidean distance between two points x' and x2 as (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 8Ó)36:

According to the Pythagoras theorem the distance d between two points, x ' ^ x V x ' J and x2=(x2,,x22), defined
in a Cartesian plane would be:
d = [(x1, - x2,)2 + (x'2 - x.Kf]'a
This concept can easily be extended to a n-dimensional space and the formula Fl becomes:
n
d = [ E (x', - x2,)2]"2
j= l

(Fl)

(F2)

(continued...)
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n
L p = [E !x' J -x 2 J !M" p
j= l
Obviously, for each valueoftheparameter 'p', aparticular distance isobtained betweenthetwo
points. The parameter 'p' weights the deviations according to their magnitudes, where as 'p'
increases more weight is given to the largest deviation. If 'p'equals 1all individual deviations
are summated and therefore L, is the largest distance". If 'p' equals infinity only the largest
of the individual deviations is relevant and all the smaller deviations loose relevance38.
Therefore Linfinity is the shortest distance. All the possible distances between two points are
bounded by this 'longest distance', the L, metric, and this 'shortest distance', the L^,,,
metric39 (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 88-89). These L,, metrics can be used to calculate
'distances'between solutionsbelonging to the efficient set and the 'idealsolution'. It has been
proved by Yu (1973 & 1985: 76-77) that the minimization of the L, and L ^ , , metrics define
a subset of the efficient set, the so-called 'compromise set' (Zeleny, 1973). All the other bestcompromise solutionsfall between thesolutionscorresponding totheminimizationof theL,and
^infinity metrics. It istherefore sufficient to calculate these two solutions to know the boundaries
of the 'compromiseset'. To calculate these two solutions we have toconstruct two LP models,
one minimizing the L, metric and the other minimizing the L^ty metric. In both cases the
minimization issubject to all theother constraints imposed tothe regional model. Furthermore,
in both cases the measures of the objectives need to be normalized as:
the units used to measure various objectives may be different;
to avoid solution bias towards those objectives that can achieve higher values.
The normalized degree of closeness are bounded between 0 and 1, i.e. when an objective
achieves its 'ideal solution' then the degree of closeness is 0. On the contrary, when an
objective achieves its 'anti-idealsolution'then the degree of closeness is 1. Consequently, the
degree of closeness now measures the fractional deviation of one objective with respect to its
ideal value (Romero & Rehman, 1989:90).

36

(...continued)
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Although this is the best known measure of proximity between two points, it is not necessarily the only one. A
further generalization of the Euclidean distance gives us the family of L„metrics presented in formula (1). The
Euclidean distance isaparticular case ofthe family of Lp metrics, namely whenp = 2 (Romero &Rehman, 1989:
86).
The L, distance between the two points x'=(0,0) and x ! =(3,4) defined in a two dimensional space would be:
L, = J0-3J + | 0 - 4 | = 7
The Lrtj,,, distance between the twopoints x'=(0,0) and x 2 =(3,4) defined inatwodimensional space would be:
L Mnilï = Max[|0-3|, 10-41] = 4
This distance is also known as the 'Chebysev'distance.

(1)

The L, metric model

For the L, metric model the sum of the individual deviations is minimized. That is, when 'p'
equals 1, each deviation counts. For this metric, the best compromise solution is obtained by
solving the following LP problem (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 93):
n
Min L, = EWj *

j=l

ri - Zj(x)
(2)

z--z,

subject to all other constraints imposed on initial model.
and where:
Wj

: weight attached toj-th objective;

Z"j : value of objective Z, in 'idealsolution';
Zj(x) : actual value of objectiveZf,
Z.j : value of objective Zsin 'anti-ideal solution'.
Applying this to our example gives:
1019-'ECOVAL'

320-TINSUR'

25.8-'EMPLOY'
+ Wj'

1019-710

320-24

25.8- 17.2

subject to all other constraints imposed on regional model,
and where:
W, : weight attached to the maximization of 'ECOVAL';
W2 : weight attached to the maximization of 'FINSUR';
W3 : weight attached to the maximization of 'EMPLOY'.

The L, metric LP model differs from the original regional model in the following aspects:
the entire objective function.
an additional variable, namely the constant in the L, metric objective function,
an additional row to force the model to take up the constant in the solution basis.

The Ltan,^ metric model

For the L^^^ metric model the maximum deviation from among the individual deviations is
minimized. That is, when 'p'equals infinity, only the largest deviation counts. For this metric,
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the best-compromise solution is obtained by solving the following LP problem (Romero &
Rehman, 1989: 94):
Min Ltafmity = d

(3)

subject to:
Z", - Z,(x)
<d
Z i - Z..1

Z \ -Z„(x)
wn *

<d

z-„- z^
all other constraints imposed on initial model,
and where:
d

: the largest deviation among the individual deviations;

Wj

: weight attached toj-th objective;

Z'j : value of objective Zj in 'idealsolution';
Zj(x) : actual value of objective ZJ;
Z.j : value of objective Zj in 'anti-idealsolution'.

ying this to our example gives:
Min L^fini^ = d
subj eet to:
1019-'ECOVAL'

w, *

<d
1019-710
320-'FINSUR'

W2 *

<d
320 - 24

w3 *

25.8-'EMPLOY'
<d
25.8- 17.2

all other constraints imposed on regional model,
and where:
d : the largest deviation among the individual deviations;
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W, : weight attached to the maximization of 'ECOVAL';
W2 : weight attached to the maximization of 'FINSUR';
W3 : weight attached to the maximization of 'EMPLOY'.

The Ljnfjni,,, metric LP model differs from the original regional model in the following aspects:
the entire objective function.
twoadditional variables, namely the constant in the LjnfmiIy metric additional rows and the
variable 'd' representing the largest deviation.
four additional rows, namely one row to force the model to take up the constant in the
solution basis and the three constraints used to identify the maximum deviation from
among the individual deviations.

3.3 Results of the multiple criteria regional model

In this paragraph the results of the regional compromise programming model are presented.
Firstly the L, and L^,,, metric solutions are presented. Secondly the consequences of these
solutions are presented.

The L, and L ^ ^ metric solutions

The minimization of the L, metric under the regional constraints (see chapter 2) gives us one
boundary of the 'compromise set'. The minimization of the L ^ , ^ metric under the same
regionalconstraints givesus the other boundary of the 'compromiseset'. Table 3.2 presents the
solution values of the three relevant attributes in the L, and L ^ , ^ metric solutions assuming
each of the three attributes to be equally important (i.e. W, = W2 = W3 = 1/3). For
comparison the 'ideal solution' and 'anti-ideal solution' values of these three attributes are
mentioned as well. All the other best-compromise solutions (for the same three attributes and
the same weights) fall between the solutions of the L, and L^-^ metrics. Therefore, if we:
aim to simultaneously maximize these three attributes under the constraints given;
find each of the attributes equally important;
are willing to approximate the 'idealsolution';
we will always achieve:
a value added at economic prices that lies between Rs. 1,017*106 and 920*106 year';
a surplus at financial prices that lies between Rs. 295*106 and 205*106 year';
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an employment that lies between 22.5*106 and 19.9*106mandays year"1.
The 'idealsolution' isclearly not part of the 'compromiseset', as could be expected due to the
conflicting objectives.
Table 3.2

Thevalueof eachattributeinthe ideal, theanti-ideal, the L, metricand Linfi^
metric solutions.

Ideal
solution

Anti-ideal
solution

Attribute

z',

Value addedat
economicprices
(Rs. 106year')

^infinity

z-,

L, metric
solution

metric
solution

1.019

710

1,017

920

Surplusat
financial prices
(Rs. 10'year')

320

24

295

205

Employment
(106mandays year')

2S.8

17.2

19.9

22.5

Table 3.3 presents the same 'compromiseset', but now expressed as the percentage deviation
of each attribute with respect to the ideal value. Again, all other best-compromise solutions"
have deviations (with respect tothe ideal) that fall between the L, and L^,^ deviations. At one
extreme, theL, metric providesus withtheminimum sumof theweighted individual deviations
(i.e. l/3*[0.6 + 8.4 + 68.6] = 1/3*77.6). It appears that the objectives that are most in
conflict with each other are employment on the one side, and economic value added and
financial surplus on the other. This can be seen by the extreme high deviation of the
employment attribute with respect to the two other attributes in the L, metric solution. At the
other extreme, the L ^ . ^ metric provides us with relatively similar individual deviations. This
naturally isthe consequence of minimizing the maximum deviation from among the individual
deviations, which causes the deviations to converge to similar levels.

Note that the 'compromiseset' changes if we change the weights attached to each of the three
attributes, or if we want other combinations of attributes. Each set of weights and/or

Forthesame three attributes andthe sameweights.
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Table 3.3

Thepercentage deviationof eachattributewithrespecttotheideal valueinthe
ideal, the anti-ideal, the L, metricand L^^ metric solutions.

Ideal
solution
Attribute

Z'I

Anti-ideal
solution
Z.j

^infinity

L, metric
solution

metric
solution

Value added at
economic prices

0

100

0.6

32.0

Surplus at
financial prices

0

100

8.4

38.9

Employment

0

100

68.6

38.4

combination of attributes therefore asks for a new calculation of the 'compromise set'. For
different setsof valuesofweightsW,, W2andW3thestructureofthe 'compromiseset' canthus
be modified. A sensitivity analysis with the weights can furnish the decision maker with
worthwhile information related to the stability of the solution and the range within which the
'compromiseset' can be defined (Romero & Rehman, 1989: 95). This has, however, not been
done in this study.

The differences between the L, and LmfMty metric solutions can be explained by the different
acreages of LUTs ineach case. These different acreages of LUTs influence production and the
use of labour, fertilizer and other inputs.

Consequences of the L, and L^n,,^metric solutions

The minimization of the L, and L^-,,,^ metric LP models results in twodifferent land use plans
for Matara district. The two land use plans are presented in Table 3.4. On the one hand, at an
aggregated level, thedifferences are not very large, except with regard to tea. On basis of the
acreages occupied, thefivemost important land uses inthe L, metricplan occupy 89 %of total
district area. These land uses are: 1. coconut (24 % of district area); 2. forest (22 %); 3.
homestead (21 %); 4. paddy (13 %); and 5. VP tea (9 %). The five most important land uses
in the L ^ ^ metric plan occupy 90 % of total district area. These land uses are: 1. forest (21
%); 2. homestead (21 %); 3. coconut (20 %); 4. VP tea (14 %); and 5. paddy (14 %).

On the other hand, at a more disaggregated level, there are large differences between the two
plans. In the first place, the distribution of the different crops over the zones is completely
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different comparing the two solutions (Table 3.4). In the second place, the suitability classes
on which each LUT is cultivated, are different. Table 3.5 presents this division of the LUTs
over the suitability classes in the two extreme plans. In the third place, the introduction of a
'new' crop (citronella) in the Ljnflnily metric plan, not cultivated at all in the L, metric plan. It
should be remembered that these are the two extreme land use plans of the 'compromise set'.
All the other best-compromise land use plans (for the same three attributes and the same
weights), fall between the L, and L ^ , metric land use plans. The fact that these really are
extreme land use plans can easily be illustrated with some examples.
E.g. 1:

The LUT citronella: on one side of the 'compromiseset' citronella is not part of
the land use plan, on the other side it is.

E.g. 2:

The LUT coconut with buffalo: on one side of the 'compromiseset' this LUT is
entirely allocated tothecentral zone, ontheother side itisentirelyallocated tothe
southern zone.

E.g. 3:

The LUT VP tea: on one side of the 'compromiseset' VP tea is concentrated on
the more suitable lands(SI and S2), onthe other side itisconcentrated on the less
suitable lands (S2 and S3). The differences between the two extremes are not
elaborated any further. They are only meant to illustratethe fact that it is possible
to visualize the scala of consequences of adhering to a set of objectives. On basis
of these data it isthen possible to decide whether to adhere toone's objectives, or
whether it is necessary to adjust the weights related to each objective or even to
adjust the objectives themselves.
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Table 3.4

Totalacreagesofthe variousLUTs (unit: ha)andthepercentageshare ofeach
zone in the Z,;andL/n/,„„ metric solution.

L, metric solution
North Centre South

LUT

ha

VPtea

11,761

, metric solution
North Centre South

ha

18,124
100

Rubber

7,600

Coconut

31,061

23

77

37

2

98

9

71

0
25,653

64
with buffalo

45
940

27

20

917

917
100

Cinnamon

100
4,566

4,953

100

100
6,093

Citronella

100
Irrigated paddy
hand labour
Irrigated paddy
animal traction
Irrigated paddy
mechanized traction

7,100

Irrigated paddy

7,100

Rainfed paddy
hand labour
Rainfed paddy
animal traction
Rainfed paddy
mechanized traction

9,198

Rainfed paddy

9,198

Homestead

Forest
Town

7,100
79

79

7,100
3

79

18

39

52

9

39

52

28

47

25

50

42

8

3

79

18

33

57

11

10,956

10,956
33

57

28

47

25

53

39

8

12

79

67

33

26,560

26,560

28,557

26,798
1,045

1,045
12

Water bodies

18

79
960

960
67

33

59

Table 3.5

Totalacreagesofthe variousLUTs (unit: ha)and thepercentage share ofeach
suitability classin the L, and Lin/inirf metric solution.

LUT

ha

VPtea

11,761

L, metric solution
S2
SI

7,600

Coconut

31,061

SI

metric solution
S2
S3

13

51

49

2

90

9

98

2

59

40

940
73

26

1
25,653

80
Cinnamon

ha

18,124
87

Rubber

" •"*"•""y

S3

21

4,953

4,566
32

66

2

Citronella

99
Irrigated paddy
hand labour
Irrigated paddy
animal traction
Irrigated paddy
mechanized traction

7,100

Irrigated paddy

7,100

Rainfed paddy
hand labour
Rainfed paddy
animal traction
Rainfed paddy
mechanized traction

9,198

Rainfed paddy

9,198

60

1

6,093
1

7,100
33

36

32

33

36

32

30

70

30

70

28

20

52

28

20

52

25

75

25

75

7,100

10,956

10,956

THE REGIONAL MODEL WITH FARMING SYSTEMS

Inanattempt tomake the regional model more realistic wecandifferentiate theso-called supply
sources. In the original regional model the supply sources were called zones, but they could as
well be farm size classes, irrigated versus non-irrigated farms, or other categorizations. Now
suppose large and small farms are distinguished withinthe northern zone. Even if the available
technologies of production were the same for the two size classes, a representative small farm
could be expected to produce a different output mix than a representative large farm. This
would be the result of the fact that the relative resource endowments (ratios of land to family
labour) differ between the two farms. Therefore, it often is useful to introduce farm size
distinctions to enhance the realism (predictive ability) of the model (Hazell & Norton, 1986:
151). Inthepresent study wechose todifferentiate thesupply sources inthenorthern zone. The
supply source was only differentiated in one zone inorder to keep the model within reasonable
proportions. The differentiation could, obviously, also be build in for the other zones. The
northern zone was chosen as this is the most 'interesting' zone, as itproduces the lion's share
of the two most profitable products (both from an economic as a financial viewpoint), namely
tea and cinnamon. In thefirstparagraph of thischapter wedescribe the farming systems present
inthe northernzone.The second paragraph presents how these farming systems werebuild into
the regional model. The last paragraph presents the results generated by the model.

4.1 Fanning systems in the northern zone

The 1980-studiesdescribe thevarious farming systemsthatwerefound inMatara. The different
farming systems weretypified by using anumberof farm types.Inthenorthern zonethese farm
types can be divided as belonging to either41:
the private small farm sector;
the state plantation sector;

The first two are actually existent, the latter has been made up for this study. This settlement scheme comprises
lands that are neither part of the private small farm sector nor of the state plantation sector and that are suitable
for cultivation.
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the settlement scheme.

Polman, Samad & Thio (1982) distinguish four types of farms in the small farm sector of the
northern zone, namely:
micro holdings;
small holdings;
medium sized holdings;
small estates.
The main criterion used in this classification of farms is the ability to generate an income level
above or below the official poverty line of the country42 (Polman, Samad & Thio, 1982: 101).
Thisability isclosely related to the farm sizeclass. Table4.1presents the farm size distribution
ofthe distinguishedfarm types. Theaverage family labour available for agricultural work is2.5
man equivalents for each farm type. Farming systems in the small farm sector are closely
related to the traditional three-way pattern of land use in Sri Lanka. The first element of this
land use pattern is the cultivation of valley bottoms, usually referred to as 'lowland'. Paddy is
customarily cultivated ontheselandsunder water-logged conditionsand isecologically themost
suited crop for such land. The second element is the cultivation of the slopes and the ridges,
referred to as 'highland'. The highland isfurther subdividedphysically intothehighland proper
and the 'homestead'. The latter is the third element of the three fold system of land use. The
homesteadcontainsthedwellingandasmallareaunder 'mixedcrops',characteristically referred
to as 'homegarden' crops (Fresco etal., 1992: 73).

Traditionally, a farm consisted of all three types of components, i.e. lowland, highland and
homegarden. However, due to an increasing pressure on the land, farms are becoming smaller
and some have lost one or two components (Fresco et al., 1992: 73). Table 4.2 presents the
land use composition of the distinguished farm types of the small farm sector.

The state plantation sector inthe northern zoneconsists of 14plantations,totalling an acreage
of 2,600 ha. The state plantations are found on the highlands. Tea and rubber are the most
common crops. The state plantations are managed by a plantation manager. As a result no
family labour isavailable for agricultural work on the plantation. All labour issupplied by offplantation sources.

In the 1980-studies the poverty line was considered to be a family income of Rs. 3,600 year'. Families could
make use of the 'food stamp scheme' if family income was lower (Fresco et al., 1992: 76).
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Table 4.1

Size, number and area offarms perfarm type of the smallfarm sector in the
northern zone (Frescoetal., 1992:74-75).

Farm class

Size class
(ha)

Micro holding
Small holding
Medium holding
Small estates

0 ••0.5
0.5 - 2
2 ••4
4 ••20

Average
size (ha)

All classes

Table 4.2

Number of holdings
no.
%

Total acreage
ha
%

0.22
1.12
2.70
13.95

1,750
13,000
2,000
380

10
76
12
2

380
14.520
5,400
5,300

1
57
21
21

1.49

17,130

100

25,600

100

Land use composition per farm size class of the small farm sector in the
northern zone (Frescoetal., 1992: 75).

Farm class
Micro holding
Small holding
Medium holding
Small estates

All classes

Lowland
ha
100
2,800
600

3,500

Highland
ha

Homestead
ha

6,100
3,800
4,700

14,600

280
5,620
1,000
600

7,500

Total acreage
ha
380
14,520
5,400
5,300

25,600

The settlement scheme occupies a total acreage of 4,316 ha. It consists of 1,439 settlement
holdings of 3 ha each. These holdings are relatively large compared to the 'normal' size of
settlement holdings in Sri Lanka, which is 2 acres (i.e. 0.81 ha). However, this 'normal' size
is based on settlement holdings in irrigation schemes while this scheme is rainfed. Moreover,
thescheme iscomprised of very marginal soils.Thesettlement schemeconsists ofboth lowland
andhighland. The average family labour available for agricultural work is2.5 man equivalents.

4.2 Structure of the regional model with farming systems

In this paragraph we shortly describe how the farming systems were included in the regional
model. The regional model with farming systems assumes an aggregate farm approach for the
northern zone and an aggregate zonal approach for the other zones. In the northern zone we
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distinguish six farm type classes. The homogeneous land units of all the farms belonging to a
farm type class are aggregated over all farms belonging to that farm class. The same applies to
all other relevant resources. For the central and southern zone the resources within each of the
two zones areaggregated over all farms inthe zone. There istherefore nodifference intheway
in whichthe central and southern zoneare incorporated intheregional model andthe way they
are incorporated in the regional model with farming systems (in the northern zone)43. All the
changes discussed in this paragraph therefore refer to the northern zone only. The model is
developed for the situation in the year 2000. An overview of the regional model with farming
systems is presented in Table 4.3 (pages 68-69). This table attempts to summarize the
relationships that exist between the variables, the constraints and the objective function.

Variables

The model consists of 866 variables, being 90output variables, 30 input variables, 276 labour
source variables, 398 land use variables and 72 off-farm labour supply variables. The output
variables are again used as pricing activities (see paragraph 2.2). The input- and labour
source variables are again used as costing activities. Both the pricing and costing activities,
however, now distinguishanextra level next tothe zonal and regional level,i.e. the farm level.
This implies that output production and inputuse isalso accounted at the aggregate farm level,
i.e. for each farm type separately. The land use variables need to be adapted for the
incorporation of farming systems. Each LU is considered as a separate resource at the zonal
level. However, at the farm level, one particular LU is normally a shared resource by two or
more farm types. Therefore, we haveto apply alower aggregation level than the LU level. For
this purpose we introduce the 'farm unit' (FU). A farm unit is considered to be a farm type's
share of aparticular LU. Aparticular LU therefore equals the sumof the respective FUs. Each
possible combination between a FU and a LUT must be distinguished as a separate activity in
themodel. Such acombination will from here on be referred to as a 'FULUT',i.e. a particular
FU incombinationwithaparticular LUT. Thelanduse(or FULUT/LULUT)variables areused
as production activities. As such they arethe backbone of themodel, using inputs (which draw
on the regional resources) and producing outputs. The actual costing of inputs and pricing of
outputs, however, isagainperformed by thecostingandthepricing activities respectively. The
off-farm labour supply variables are an entirely new set of variables that wasnot included in

The only exception is the buffalo stock constraint which is set at the regional level in the regional model and at
zonal level in the regional model with fanning systems.
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the regional model. They are used as exchange activities, i.e. to allow for labour movement
between farm types. They could be used as costing activities, like the labour source variables.
However, in our model we assume labour to be mobile within each zone without extra costs.

Constraints

The model consists of 514 constraint rows, being 204 'balance' rows, 60 'informative' rows
and 250 'real' constraints. The 'balance' rowsare again used as accounting rows to equate and
transport model components. As such balance rows are required for each component at each
level. Distinguishing an extra level (i.e. the farm level) therefore requires additional balance
rows for each component at that level (i.e. for each farm type). As before, the 'informative'
rows are included in the model only for informative reasons. The informative rows, however,
now distinguish an extra level next to the zonal and regional level, i.e. the farm level. This
implies that the various attributes are also accounted at the aggregate farm level, i.e. for each
farm type separately.

The 'real' constraintspose constraints tothemodel, i.e. they limittheallowable space in which
the solution isto be found. These 'real' constraints can be divided into constraints concerning:
availability of land;
availability of labour;
availability of buffalo;
availability of irrigation;
limited markets;
production quotas.
The aggregate farm approach implies that the constraints concerning the availability of
agricultural resources are set at the farm level. The market constraints are again set at the
regional level.

In the original regional model weusemarket constraints to limitproduction to such a level that
the production can be absorbed by the market at a fixed price. The introduction of the farming
systems in the regional model, however, presents the problem of how to divide the marketable
production over thevarious farm types. Asthemodeluses exogenously determined fixed prices
we cannot use the price mechanism for this purpose. Instead, we make use of artificial
interventions in theform of production quotas. Theseproduction quotasdividethe 'allowable'
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production for the northern zone over the distinguished farm types. They therefore only apply
to those products that are subject to market constraints and are produced in the northern zone,
i.e. to tea and cinnamon. 'Allowable' zonal production of aproduct ishere considered tobe the
amount of that product produced in that zone in the regional financial-surplus-plan (see
paragraph 2.3). The aggregate zonal production of the product generated by the different farm
typesmay notexceed thisallowablezonal production. To achievethisuse ismade of production
quotas. Aproduction quota ishere considered to bethe allowable farm production of a product
on a specific farm type. The sum of all production quotas of a product equals the allowable
zonal production. The problem then still remains how to determine the size of the individual
production quotas of both tea and cinnamon for each of the farm types. To calculate the tea
production quotas use was made of the following formula:
PQ. = QF * RPi
where:
PQi : tea production quota for farm type i;
QF : tea quota factor;
RPi : 'financially unconstrained' tea production for farm type i.

The 'financially unconstrained' tea production of a certain farm type is the amount of tea that
specific farm type would produce if:
all its tea can be marketed without limits at the actual financial farm-gate tea price, and
the sole objective of the farmer in question is the maximization of surplus at actual
financial prices.
The 'financially unconstrained' tea production of each farm type was calculated by solving the
actual regionalmodel with farming systems for each individualfarm type, however, withoutthe
production quotas*4. The tea quota factor is defined as:
AP
QF=
E RPi
where:
QF : tea quota factor;
AP : 'allowable' zonal tea production;

Note that the same regional model (with farming systems) can be used as a zonal model or even as a farm model.
This is the result of distinguishing pricing and costing activities at three levels, i.e. farm, zone and region.
Therefore only the objective function needs to be changed when modelling a lower level than regional. This can
easily be done since it only requires placing the prices under the relevant level of pricing and costing activities.
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RPi : 'financially unconstrained' tea production for farm type i.
The farm specific tea production quotas are set as equality constraints in order to prevent the
model from shifting 'allowable' production between farm types and/or zones.
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The cinnamon production quotas were calculated inasimilar manner. There are, however, two
major differences.
1.

Cinnamon is partly produced in homesteads (i.e. by mixed cropping) while all tea is
produced inpure stands.Thispresents aproblem in thecases where a farm type produces
all its cinnamon by mixed cropping, as is the case for micro holdings. If we apply the
cinnamon quota factor to this farm type we would not only reduce its cinnamon
production, butatthesame timereduce itshomestead area. Homestead, however, isanonoptional LUT. As a result the farm type would have no other alternative than leaving part
of hishomestead area fallow, a clearly unacceptable proposition. Toprevent this we spare
the micro holdings by using a cinnamon quota factor of unity. The micro holding
cinnamon production, however, is still considered to be part of the allowable production.
The cinnamon quota factor for the other farm types is thus slightly reduced.

2.

Cinnamon production quotas only become relevant once the tea production quotas have
been established. Tea is, inthe financial-surplus context, the more interesting crop on the
goodsoils.Onthemarginal soils, unsuitableoronlymarginally suitablefor teacultivation,
cinnamon is the more interesting crop. As long as tea is not subject to production quota,
cinnamon remains the 'secondbest' crop on the more suitable soils. As a result, the sum
of the 'financially unconstrained' cinnamon production is less than the 'allowable'
production, and hence no quota are required. However, once the tea quota have been
established, cinnamon becomes the 'first best' cropon the more suitablesoils. As a result,
the sumofthe 'financially unconstrained'cinnamon productionrisesabovethe 'allowable'
production, and hence cinnamon production quotas are required.

Objective function

The objective function is the maximization of the surplus at financial prices. This is assumed
to generate the regional optimal land use plan as seen inthe 'super'-farmers context. It thereby
uses the financial farm-gate prices and the actual wage rate. The objective function row is
formulated identically to the private-financial objective function of the regional model.
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4.3 Results of the regional model with farming systems

Inthis paragraph the results of the regional model with fanning systems are presented. Firstly
the return of the optimal solution is presented and disaggregated. Secondly the consequences
of the optimal solution for land use, production and employment in the northern zone are
presented. Finally various shadow prices are presented.

Optimal solution

The optimization of surplus at financial prices under the constraints given results in an optimal
land use plan as seen in the 'super'-farmers context when considering farm level constraints in
the northern zone. The return of this financial-surplus-plan is Rs. 316*10* year'. The
maximization of financial-surplus in the original regional model (('.e. without fanning systems
inthe northern zone) led to a return of Rs. 320*106year' (seeparagraph 2.3). Introducing the
farm level constraints in the northern zone therefore has decreased the return with Rs. 4*106
year'. Table4.4 presentstheregional and zonal returnsofthemaximizationoffinancial-surplus
in the original model and the model with farming systems. The data clearly show that it is the
northern zone that causes the difference between the two plans, as could be expected. The
exchange of Rs. 1*106 year"1 between the central and the southern zone in the two solutions is
the result of a different allocation of the allowable curd production over the two zones. But as
curd production is suitability independent this is of no real importance.
Table 4.4

Regional and zonal returns of the maximization of financial-surplus in the
original regionalmodeland the regionalmodel withfarming systems.

Original regional
model
Rs. 106 year'

Regional model
with farming systems
Rs. 106 year'

At the regional level:
Matara district

320

316

At the zonal level:
Northern zone
Central zone
Southern zone

163
116
41

159
115
42
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Thedifference of Rs. 4*106year ' inthenorthernzonefinancial-surplusreturncanbe explained
by the different acreages of LUTs in this zone in each case. These different acreages of LUTs
influence production and theuseof labour, fertilizer and other inputs inthe northern zone. The
consequences of including farming systems for landuse, production andtheuseof labour inthe
northern zone are discussed hereafter. However, before doing so, we shortly present the
financial-surplus return at the farm level, i.e. we disaggregate the return of the northern zone
to the farm level. Table 4.5 presents the returns of the maximization of financial-surplus inthe
model with farming systems at the farm level. The same table also gives an indication of the
size and composition of the average (agricultural) household income in the optimal plan. The
average household income for each farm type lies above the 1980 poverty line of Rs. 3,600
year"1 (see footnote 41)45. The (agricultural) household income consists of the financial-surplus
and the labourincome. The labour income, inturn, consistsof the on-farm and off-farm labour
income. The off-farm labour income is of great importance for the micro and small holdings.
These holdings have relatively low land to labour ratios. The off-farm employment provides an
attractive alternative to apply the 'slack' labour.
Table 4.5

Farm level returns of the maximization of financial-surplus in the regional
model withfarming systems.

Aggre gate financial
SUlrplus returnNumber of
Rs . 106 year' holdings

At the zonal level:
Northern zone
At the farm level:
Micro holdings
Small holdings
Medium holdings
Small estates
State plantations
Settlement scheme

Return per household
Rs. vear'
FinancialOn-farm Off-farm
surplus labour labour
return income income

Total
income

158.8

0.4
58.6
22.3
41.8
23.9
11.8

1,750
13,000
2,000
380
14
1,439

217
4,507
11,140
109,932
1,709,497
8,206

256
4,842
9,375
9,375
8.884

8,201
4,533

8,675
13,875
20,515
119,307
1,709,497
17,090

It should however not be forgotten that the northern zone is the more 'promising' zone of Matara district, as it
produces the lion's share of the two most profitable products and consequently has relatively good employment
opportunities. The situation in the two other zones is clearly less 'promising'.
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Consequences of optimal solutions

The optimization of financial-surplus inthe original model and the model with farming systems
results in two different land use plans for the northern zone. These two land use plans are
presented inTable4.6. The same table alsopresents thedivisionof the LUTsover the different
land suitability classes under each plan. On basis of the acreages occupied, the five most
important land uses in the northern zone land use plan without farming systems occupy 96 %
of total zone area. These land uses are: 1. forest (34 %of zone area); 2. VP tea (25 %); 3.
homestead (16 %); 4. coconut (11 %); and 5. cinnamon (10 %). On the other hand, the five
most important land uses in the northern zone land use plan with farming systems occupy 95
% of total zone area. These land uses are: 1. forest (35 %); 2. VP tea (25 %); 3. homestead
(16"%); 4. cinnamon (10 %); and 5. coconut (9 %).

The inclusionof thefarming systems intheregionalmodel results inaslightincrease inthe VP
tea acreage. The market constraint was however binding inthe solution of the original regional
model. An increase in the VP tea acreage is therefore only admissible by displacing VP tea
from the more suitablelandsand cultivatingmore of thelesssuitable lands. This isexactly what
happens as can be seen from Table 4.6: the fraction of the total tea acreage that is grown on
S2 lands ishigher in the regional model with farming systems than in the original model. This
increase in the total tea acreage isa result of the tea production quotas that havebeen allocated
to the various farm types. The use of production quotas reduces the model's ability to move
LUTs over thedifferent LUs of the northern zone. Instead the model now can onlymove LUTs
over the different FUs available to each (aggregate) farm type, while being subject to market
constraints and production quotas. As a result, in some farm types some of the SI tea land is
used for other purposes thanteacultivation, asthefarm types inquestion have already achieved
their teaproduction quota. On the other hand, inother farm types relatively a lot of S2tea land
is used for tea cultivation, as the farm types in question need to achieve their tea production
quotabut have nobetter land available. For the northern zone as awholetheproduction quotas
result in an increase of the tea acreage and a shift of tea to the less suitable S2 soils. The use
of production quota therefore allows the approximation of optimal land use plans at the farm
level, instead of one optimal land use plan at the zonal level.

A similar reasoning applies to cinnamon. The consequences for cinnamon, however, are
different: the total cinnamon acreage actually declines as a result of the inclusion of farming
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Table 4.6

Total acreages of the various LUTs in the northern zone (unit: ha) and the
percentage share of each suitability class in the financial-surplus solutions of
the original regionalmodel and the regionalmodel withfarming systems.

Original regional model
SI
S2
S3

LUT

ha

VP tea

11.549

Regional model with farming systems
ha
SI
S2
S3
11,806

94
Coconut

4,962

Cinnamon

4,777

86
4,386
56

Irigated paddy

68

Rainfed paddy

83

62

11

47

42

11

47

42

1,797

1,680

100

100
1,797

1,680

100

Homestead

7,500

7,500

Forest

16,122

16,410

95

38

41

200

200

100

Town

40

200

200

83
Rainfed paddy
hand labour
Rainfed paddy
mechanized traction

19
4,691

32
Irrigated paddy
hand labour
Irrigated paddy
mechanized traction

34
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systems. The cinnamon market constraint was binding both prior and after the inclusion of the
farming systems. The decrease in the cinnamon acreage is therefore a result of displacing
cinnamon from theless suitable landsand cultivatingmore of thebetter suitable lands. That this
is what happens canbe seen from Table 4.6: the fraction of the total cinnamon acreage that is
grown on SI lands is higher in the regional model with farming systems than in the original
model. Intheoriginal regional plan cinnamon wasmainly allocated tothemore marginal lands,
i.e. lands which are marginal to most crops. However, when we distinguish farm types and
apply production quotas things start to change. As was already stated in paragraph 4.2,
cinnamon can be considered to be the 'second best' crop, after tea. But after applying tea
production quota cinnamon becomes the 'first best'. If there is no cinnamon market constraint,
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most lands would be planted with cinnamon. However, there is a market constraint and we
apply the cinnamon production quotas to allocate a market share to each of the farm types. As
cinnamon is now 'first best', all farm types are willing to cultivate cinnamon and they receive
a production quotaon basis of their 'financially unconstrained' cinnamon production. But once
that these cinnamon production quotas are imposed, the individual farm types are free to
determine on what kind of farm land the production quota isproduced. As a result, farm types
with little marginal land46 will cultivate cinnamon on these, and only afterwards cultivate
cinnamon on the better land until the production quota is reached. They do so since most
marginal land isonly suitable (in thefinancial-surplussense) for cinnamon, i.e. not cultivating
these lands with cinnamon would leave these lands fallow, while the better lands normally do
have other more worthwhile alternatives than leaving the land fallow. Farm types with a lot of
marginal land will also cultivate cinnamon on these. However, the cinnamon production quota
is too small to cultivate all the marginal land. Since most marginal land isonly suitable (in the
financial-surplus sense) for cinnamon this forces them to leave part of these lands fallow. For
thenorthern zoneasa wholethe production quotas result inadecrease of thecinnamon acreage
(and a shift of cinnamon to more suitable soils) andan increase inthefallow acreage. The latter
can be seen in Table 4.6 by the increase in the area under forest (all fallow is assumed to be
reforested).

The decrease of the coconut acreage is a combined result of the tea and cinnamon production
quotas.Coconut canbeconsidered tobethe 'thirdbest' crop inthefinancial-surplussense, after
tea and cinnamon. As a result, coconut becomes 'interesting' only after that the production
quotas have been imposed on the two 'best' crops. All suitable coconut lands (i.e. SI, S2or S3
for coconut) will thenbeplanted withcoconut. However, theremaining acreage that is suitable
for coconut has decreased (when compared to the original regional model) as a result of the
increased tea and cinnamon acreage on the better lands. For the northern zone as a whole the
production quotas for tea and cinnamon therefore result in a decrease of the coconut acreage.

The inclusionof the farming systems in the regional model results in an increase inthe rainfed
paddy acreage, whilethe irrigatedpaddy acreage isapparently undisturbed. There is, however,
a shift in the irrigated paddy acreage towards the less suitable soils (see Table 4.6). In the
original regionalmodel there wasan irrigationconstraintatthezonal level. The model was free
to move the available irrigation facilities over the northern LUs. As a result, when maximizing

Marginal in the general sense, i.e. marginal for most crops and not necessarily for cinnamon.
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financial-surplus at the regional level, the irrigation facilities were placed on the better soils.
When we introducefarming systems, however, irrigationfacilities are notfreely moveable over
the LUs. At the farm level, irrigation facilities are considered to be a fixed resource of the
various farm types, and as such areconsidered tobepan of the FUs. The inclusionof irrigation
facilities in the FUs reduces the model's ability to move the irrigated paddy based LUTs over
the northern LUs. Instead the model now only can decide whether or not to cultivate the
irrigated FUs as they stand. The increase intherainfed paddy acreage isthe result of the shift
in the irrigated paddy acreage towards the less suitable soils. This shift 'frees 'some S2 rainfed
paddy lands, whichwereunder irrigatedpaddy intheoriginal regional model. These 'freed' S2
lands are placed under rainfed paddy in the regional model with fanning systems, thereby
causing the increase in rainfed paddy acreage47.

The inclusionof thefarming systems inthe regional model has no influence ontheacreage with
homesteads. All areas considered for homestead based LUTs are placed under homesteads in
both plans. The inclusionof the farming systems inthe regional model causes a slight increase
of the area under forests (seeTable 4.6). This increase of 288 ha iscaused by the reforestation
of the increased acreage of uncultivated land. This reforestation is the net result of:
an increaseof 372ha inthemarginal highlandthat liesfallow (seediscussionon perennials
above), and
a decrease of 84 ha in the marginal lowland that lies fallow (see discussion on paddy
above).
The inclusion of the farming systems in the regional model has no influence on the other nonagricultural LUTs.

The inclusion of the farming systems in the regional model has no consequence for the total
annual production of the products with market constraints {i.e. tea and cinnamon). Tea and
cinnamon are the most profitable products (in the financial-surplus sense) and total production
is achieved through production quotas. The inclusion of the farming systems in the regional
model does have consequences for the total annual production of the products without market
constraints,i.e. thoseproductsthatcanbemarketed withoutlimits.The inclusionhasanegative
influence in the case of coconut: total annual coconut production decreased with 11%as result

Note that any 'freed' S3 rainfed paddy lands would remain fallow in a financial-surplus maximizing problem as
result of the negative financial-surplus on S3 rainfed paddy lands.
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of the reduced coconut acreage. The influence is however positive in the case of paddy: total
annual paddy production increased with 4%. This increase is the net result of:
a 2% decrease in total paddy production due to reduced irrigated production (as a result
of the shift to the less suitable lands), and
a 6% increase intotal paddy production dueto an increased rainfed production (as aresult
of the increase in rainfed acreage).

The inclusion of the farming systems in the regional model has a slight positive influence on
employment in the northern zone. The employment is increased with 47,000 mandays year"1
or 0.4 %of the original zonal employment. This increase is the net result of:
an increase in tea labour demand with 94,000 mandays year'1 (as a result of the increased
tea acreage),
an increase in rainfed paddy labour demand with 14,000mandays year"1(as a result of the
increased rainfed paddy acreage),
a decrease in cinnamon labour demand with 8,000 mandays year1 (as a result of the
decreased cinnamon acreage),
a decrease in coconut labour demand with 50,000 mandays year ' (as a result of the
decreased coconut acreage), and
a decrease in irrigated paddy labour demand with 4,000 mandays year' (as a result of the
shift of irrigated paddy towards less suitable lands).

Shadow prices

The shadow price of a FU inthefinancial-surplussolutionof the regional model with farming
systems represents the surplus at financial prices of the best alternative for that particular FU.
These alternatives are dependent on the alternatives available to the farm type to which the FU
belongs. Consequently, FUs that belong to the same LU, and therefore have the same physical
suitabilities for the different crops, may still have different shadow prices.
E.g.:

FU 'SHNO06' (Small holders northern zone, farm unit 6) has a shadow price of
Rs. 2,448 ha"'year'. FU 'MENO06'(medium holders northern zone, farm unit 6)
has a shadow price of Rs. 1,057 ha'year'. Both these FU are part of the LU
'NO06' (Northern zone, land unit 6), and therefore have the same physical
suitabilities for the different crops. The LU is only suited for perennial crops.
Somesuitabilitiesof this LU for thevariousperennial LUTsare: tea: S2; coconut:
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S3; and cinnamon: SI. Tea and cinnamon are subject to farm production quota.
LUTs producing these two products can therefore in principle not be considered
as alternatives, unless tea and cinnamon LUTs on other FUs are displaced.
For the small holdings farm type the most attractive alternative is to
displace 1ha of cinnamon on FU 'SHNO20' (Small holders northern zone, farm
unit 20) with coconut and plant the extra ha of 'SHNO06' with cinnamon (Some
suitabilities of FU 'SHNO20' are: tea: S2; coconut: S2 and cinnamon: SI).
Coconut gives a financial-surplus of Rs. 2,495 ha'year'' on S2 land. The small
holdings monthly labour constraints, however, are binding in the months May,
June and October. As a result Rs. 2 manday' (the so-called 'transportationfee")
have to be paid for every additional manday used in this period. Since coconut
uses 23.3 mandays in these months, a total of Rs. 46.5 year' transportation costs
have to be deducted. This amount deducted from the financial-surplus generated
by coconut gives a return of Rs. 2,448 ha'year"1, i.e. the shadow price of FU
•SHNO06'.
For the medium holdings farm type the most attractive alternative is to
plant the extra ha of 'MENO06'with coconut. Coconut gives a financial-surplus
of Rs. 1,095 ha'year"1 on S3 land. The medium holdings monthly labour
constraints, however, are also binding in the months May, June and October. As
a result Rs. 2 manday' have to be paid for every additional manday used in this
period. Coconut uses 18.8mandaysha'1 inthesemonths. Atotalof Rs. 37.5 year'
transportationcostshavetobededucted. Thisamount deducted from thefinancialsurplus generated by coconut gives a return of Rs. 1,057 ha'year 1 , i.e. the
shadow price of FU 'MENO06'.

Themicro and small holdingshaveapermanent excessof on-farm labour. Allother farm types,
however, have ashortage of labour inat least acouple of months. Casual labour isused to ease
this shortage. This casual labour mainly comes from slack labour from the micro and medium
holdingsandthezonal labour force. However, casual laboursources inthenorthare insufficient
to ease all shortages within the northern zone. As a result central labour has to be attracted in
the months May, June and October at the additional expense of Rs. 2 manday' (the so-called
'transportationfee"). As a consequence the shadow price of labour is also Rs. 2 manday' in
these months for each farm type and the northern zoneas awhole. The central and the southern
zone appeared to have apermanent excess supply of labour, i.e. none of the central or southern
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labour constraints was binding. As aconsequence the shadow price of labour is Rs. 0 manday '
in these zones (on both a monthly as an annual basis).

All three market constraints are binding in the optimal plan. However, only tea and cinnamon
are produced within the northern zone. The inclusion of farming systems in the regional model
therefore only influences the shadow prices of tea and cinnamon. The shadow price of curd
remains uninfluenced (see Table 4.7).

The inclusion of farming systems reduces the alternatives available for tea and cinnamon
cultivation. This isaresult oftheuse of productionquotas which limittheamount of production
in the northern zone. Relaxing the tea or cinnamon market constraint would therefore have no
influence on the tea andcinnamon production inthe northern zone. Instead, relaxing the market
constraintsnow only influences theproduction inthecentral andsouthernzone. The alternatives
available for tea and cinnamon cultivation in these two zones are however less profitable than
those originally available in the northern zone. As a result the shadow prices are lower in the
regional model with farming systems than in the original model (see Table 4.7). The shadow
price of teacanbederived asfollows. Relaxing theteaconstraint would result inadisplacement
of coconut by VP tea on the LU 'CE04' (Central zone, land unit 4). This LU is classified as
S2 for both LUTs. Financial-surplus for VP tea and coconut on this LU is respectively Rs.
5,969 ha'year' and Rs. 2,495 ha'year'. The net return of an extra hectare of VP tea is
therefore Rs. 3,474 ha'year 1 . Average VPteayieldon this LU is 1,779 kgmadeteaha'1year '.
The net return of an extra kg of made tea istherefore Rs. 1.95kg"1and this isthe shadow price
of tea. The shadow price of cinnamon can be derived in a similar way.
Table 4.7

Shadow prices of the three products subject to market constraints in the
financial-surplus solutionoftheoriginalregionalmodelandtheregionalmodel
withfarming systems.

Product
Made lea (Rs. kg')
Cinnamonquills (Rs. kg')
Curd (Rs. T')

Original regional
model
2.48
5.96
1.63

Regional model
with farming systems
1.95
3.89
1.63
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The production quotas are set asequalities and therefore always arebinding. Table 4.8 presents
the shadow prices of the production quotas. The shadow price of aconstraint isbased on the
consequences of relaxing theconstraint in question with oneunit. Inorder toderive the shadow
price of the tea production quota48 we can relax the tea production quotas and analyze what
will happen. It is however impossible to increase the tea production quotas under the same
market constraint, as this would result in an infeasible problem. It is feasible to reduce the
production quotas. Reducing aproductionquota'frees'thesame amount of teafrom thebinding
market constraint. This 'freed' tea can than be taken up for tea cultivation in the central and
southern zone. The 'freed' tea cannot be taken up in the northern zone as all tea production in
thiszone isalready subject totea production quota. Thealternatives available for tea cultivation
in the central and southern zones, however, are in general less profitable than those originally
available onthedifferent farm types. Consequently, moving tea from thenorthern to the central
zone would have a negative impact on the aggregate return. The shadow price of the tea
production quota for the small holdings can be derived as follows. Decreasing this tea
production quota would result in a displacement of VP tea by coconut on the FU 'SHN018'
(Small holders northern zone, farm unit 18). This FU is classified as SI for both LUTs.
Financial-surplus for VP tea and coconut on this FU is respectively Rs. 11,523 ha'year' and
Rs. 3,895 ha'year'. Thedisplacement wouldtherefore causealossof Rs. 7,628 ha'year'. The
small holdings monthly labour constraints, however, are binding in the months May, June and
October. As a result Rs. 2 manday"' (the so-called 'transportationfee') are saved for every
manday not used in these months. VP tea uses 289 mandays while coconut uses 23.8 mandays
in these months. Consequently a total of Rs. 531 year' transportation costs are saved. For the
small holdings the displacement therefore results in a net loss of Rs. 7,097 ha'year'. Average
VP tea yield on this FU is 2,373 kg made tea ha'year"'. The net loss of the deduction of one
kg of made tea for the small holdings is therefore Rs. 2.99 kg', i.e. the small holding shadow
price of tea. However, the reduction of the tea production quota for the small holdings'frees'
thesame amount ofteafrom thebindingmarket constraint. This 'freed' teayieldsRs. 1.95kg"',
i.e. the shadow price of the tea market constraint. Consequently, for the region as a whole the
shadow priceof thesmall holdingsteaproductionquotaequals Rs. 1.04kg"' (i.e. thefarm level
shadowpriceminus the regional shadowprice). Most shadowprices of the teaproduction quota
have a positive value. This implies that the farm level shadow price of tea is higher than the
regional shadow price of tea. This is a result of the location of the farm types in the northern
zone which in general is more profitable for tea cultivation than the central zone. A notable

"*
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A similar reasoning applies to the shadow price of cinnamon production quotas.

Table 4.8

Shadowprices of theproduction quotasin thefinancial-surplussolution of the
regionalmodel withfarming systems.

Farm rype

Small holdings
Medium holdings
Small estates
State plantations
Settlement scheme

Shadow price tea
production quota
(Rs. kg-')

1.04
0.53
1.04
1.63
-1.04

Shadow price cinnamon
production quota
(Rs. kg-1)

-0.56
2.33
2.07
-0.56
2.33

exception, however, is the settlement scheme. The farm level shadow price is actually lower
than the regional shadow price as a result of the relatively marginal soils available to this farm
type.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The regional agricultural planning modelspresented in thisstudycanprovideuswith 'optimal'
land use plans for the Matara district in Sri Lanka. These land useplans weredependent on the
objectives of the planner and the level of analysis. The present study presented three different
models:
a regional model;
a regional model with multiple criteria analysis; and
a regional model with farming systems.
An important feature of these models is the inclusion of adifferentiated land resource base (79
land units, each with different qualities and different suitabilities, and thus yields, for each
crop). The main results of the models will be summarized first. Thereafter, the use of the
presented models in land use planning will be discussed, as well as the limitations of these
models.

However, next to using the models as examples of land use analysis tools in a particular case,
structuring land use decisions in view of different options, constraints and objectives,
methodological objectives were pursued. As stated in the introduction, methodologically, the
study focused on aggregation issues in relation to the introduction of two levels of analysis in
land use planning and on the introduction of multiple criteria or goals in such analyses. More
precisely were studied:
1.

the role of different objectives belonging to different levels of analysis (chapter 2):
maximization of surplus at economic farm-gate prices, representing national economic
objectives, versus maximization of surplus at financial farm-gate prices, representing
private farm household objectives;

2.

the role of multiple goals in land use planning, illustrated via the 'compromise'
programming approach as a special case of multiple criteria analysis within the context of
linear programming (chapter 3); and

3.

the aggregation bias in the case land use planning is done at the regional level without
taking intoaccount theexistence ofdifferent farm typesor farming systems,by comparing
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a regional model without farming systems with a regional model with farming systems
(chapter 4).
These points will be discussed briefly in the next three sections too.

5.1 Regional model

The regional model provides us with the 'optimal'land use plan for Matara district as a whole
when the lowest level of analysis is the zone. The 'optimal'plan is naturally dependent on the
objectives of the planner. Two types of objective function are considered, namely nationaleconomic andprivate-financial. Thenational-economic objectivefunction calculates the regional
optimal plan as seen in the national-economic context. It thereby uses the economic farm-gate
prices and a shadow price of labour. The precise value of the latter is however unknown.
Therefore twoversionsof thenational-economic objective function arepresented, oneassuming
the shadow wage rate to be Rs. 15manday ', the other assuming itto be Rs.0 manday '. These
twoversions are considered as the maximization of respectively surplus at economic prices and
value added at economic prices. The private-financial objective function calculates the regional
optimalplanasseeninthe 'super'-farmerscontext. Itthereby usesthefinancial farm-gate prices
and the actual wage rate. This objective function is considered as the maximization of surplus
atfinancial prices.Theoptimizationoftheseobjectivefunctions generatedthreeclearly different
optimal land use plans. These plans indicate that while optimizing land use, the land use type
with the highest gross margin per hectare or with the highest biophysical suitability is not
always the 'best'use of a certain land unit. The 'best' land use is dependent on the objectives
and the constraints imposed. The difference between the three plans can be explained by
considering the differences between the three objective functions. These differences are related
to the following factors.
a.

Thepricesused: ontheonehandtherearethenational-economic objectivefunctions which
use economic prices, on the other hand there is the private-financial objective function
which uses financial prices. There is a clear divergence between economic and financial
prices of both inputs and outputs. The divergences are, however, not the same for all
inputs and outputs. This causes considerable differences between what isconsidered tobe
optimal in the two economic plans and the financial plan.

b.

The labour costs charged: on the one hand there is the economic-value added objective
function where no labour costs are deducted, on the other hand there are the economicsurplus and the financial-surplus objective functions where all labour costs are valued
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against the (shadow) wage rate of Rs. 15 manday '. The maximization of the former
objective function clearly will generate a land use plan that is relatively more labour
intensive than the land use plans that are generated by the maximization of the latter two
objective functions. The economic-value added objective function gave a return of Rs.
1,019*106 year'' (value added in economic prices, see Table 2.3). Compared to the
economic-value added-plan, the economic-surplus and the financial-surplus-plans cause a
loss to the economy of respectively Rs. 16*106year' and Rs. 72*106 year' (value added
in economic prices). The financial-surplus objective function, however, gives a return of
Rs. 320*106year' (surplus in financial prices). This surplus isRs. 104*106year' and Rs.
20*106 year' higher than the financial-surplus of respectively the economic-value added
and the economic-surplus-plans. The economic-surplus-plan always takes an intermediate
position between the economic-value added and financial-surplus-plan, since it uses
economic prices (as in the economic-value added-plan) but also assumes a (shadow) wage
rate of Rs. 15manday' (as in the financial-surplus-plan).

Themost strikingdifferences betweentheeconomic-value added and the economic-surplus-plan
are caused by the following factors.
a.

The substitution of rubber by coconut on a large acreage in the economic-surplus-plan,
compared to the economic-value added-plan. This change is related to the relatively high
labour input for rubber.

b.

The substitution of hand labour by animal and mechanized traction power during land
preparation in the paddy based LUTs in the economic-surplus-plan, compared to the
economic-value added-plan. This change was related to the assumed shadow wage rate.
The shadow wage rate of Rs. 15manday' intheeconomic-surplus-plan makes it attractive
to use traction power.

c.

The withdrawal of LUTs from the more marginal lands in the economic-surplus-plan,
compared to the economic-value added-plan.

The differences between the economic-surplus and the financial-surplus-plan are related to the
following elements.
a.

The complete substitution of rubber by coconut in the financial-surplus-plan, compared to
the economic-surplus-plan. This change is related to the more severe taxation of rubber.
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b.

The considerable reduction of rainfed paddy acreage in the financial-surplus-plan,
compared to the economic-surplus-plan. This change isa result of the severe discrepancy
between the economic and the financial price of paddy.

Returning to the first more methodological issue of the role different objectives belonging to
different levels of analysis, it can be remarked that although policy makers at the
national/regional level would like to maximize the value added or surplus to the national
economy as a whole, taking intoaccount economic farm-gate prices, it isunlikely to happen as
land use decisions aretaken atthe farm level, inview of financial farm-gate prices. This causes
the value added or surplus to the national economy to be less than theoretically possible.
Comparison of the outcomes of the linear programming models gives indeed an indication of
the magnitude of the differences. On the basisof thisevaluation, thepolicy maker could decide
to abolish the export taxes and fertilizer subsidy, in order to stimulate production at the farm
level. In that case, the farmers would have seen an increase of their surplus with Rs. 404"106
year', more than doubling their surplus. Employment would increase too, albeit with only 8%.
However, the government would have earned less net-income (Rs. 369'K)6 year 1 ), thus
necessitating the need for alternative revenue sources. Obviously, the government could now
tax the same farmers from their increased incomes and still leaving the farmers better-off.
Whether this ispolitically or administratively feasible isanother matter. Itcanbeconcluded that
evaluating the model attheregional level witheither 'typical' policyobjectives or 'typical' farm
household objectives indeed gives an insight intothedirection and magnitude of the 'aggregate
decision' problem. Notwithstanding,thereader must keep inmind thatsuch anapproach isonly
part of this story. In reality, policymakers andfarm householdsdo notonlydiffer in objectives,
also, they are not fully informed about each other's decisions. This problem can only
approached with a truly two-level (multi-level) model which is solved in an iterative way.

5.2 Regional model with multiple criteria analysis

In this study we applied a special form of multiple criteria analysis, namely compromise
programming. An important reason for thischoicewas the 'unavailability'ofadecision maker.
Compromise programming requires the least assumptions with regard to preferences of a
decision maker. The regional compromise programming model provides us with a range of
'optimal' land use plans for Matara district as a whole. This range of plans, the so-called
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'compromise set', is based on the simultaneous maximization of three conflicting attributes,
namely:
value added at economic prices;
surplus at financial prices; and
employment.
Alltheother best-compromise solutions (for thesame three attributesand the same weights) fall
within this range. As a result, if we:
aimto simultaneously maximize thesethree attributes under the constraints imposed bythe
regional model; and
find each of the attributes equally important;
we will always achieve:
a value added at economic prices that lies between Rs. 1,017*106 and 920*106 year';
a surplus at financial prices that lies between Rs. 295*106 and 205*10 6 year'; and
an employment that lies between 22.5*106 and 19.9*106 mandays year'.

The regional model with multiple criteria analysis is especially useful to visualize the scala of
consequences of adhering to a set of objectives. On basisof this visualization it isthen possible
to decide whether to adhere to one's objectives, or whether it is necessary to adjust the weights
attached to each objective, or even to adjust the objectives themselves.

The second methodological issue relates to the role of multiple goals in land use planning.
Setting-up the 'compromise programming' approach to multiple criteria analysis within the
context of linear programming is clearly possible and useful. It shows a way to a more fully
informed agreement on the partial attainment of conflicting goals. However, a major problem
is the need for ex-ante specifying the preferences (weights) for the different objectives by the
(body of) policy maker(s). This seems a disadvantage in comparison with interactive multiple
goal programming, in which decision makers decide on the basis of their appreciation of the
outcomes of an optimization round with respect to each objective. Inthatcase weighing ismore
implicit. Itwouldtherefore beworthwhiletoexperiment further inthisregard, e.g. by assuming
different weights for the different objectives. But it would also be worthwhile to experiment
with other forms of multiple criteria analysis. This especially applies to interactive multiple
criteria analysis, which opens the possibility of a meaningful interaction between the
analyst/planner and the decision maker.
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5.3 Regional model with fanning systems

The regional model with farming systems provides us withthe 'optimal' land use plan as seen
inthe 'super'-farmers context whenconsidering farm levelconstraints inthenorthern zone. The
return of this plan was Rs. 316*106 year '(surplus in financial prices). The maximization of
financial-surplus in the original regional model (i.e. without farming systems in the northern
zone) led to a return of Rs. 320*106 year'. Introducing the farm level constraints in the
northern zone therefore hasdecreased the return with Rs. 4*106year'. This decrease iscaused
by differences in the land use plan for the northern zone. The most important differences
between the land use plans for the northern zone are the following.
a.

An increase in the tea acreage in the with farming systems plan, compared to the original
plan. This change is related to the use of tea production quotas, which cause a shift of tea
to the less suitable soils.

b.

A decrease in the cinnamon acreage in the with farming systems plan, compared to the
original plan. This change is related to the use of cinnamon production quotas, which
cause ashift ofcinnamon tothemore suitablesoils (associated totheshift of tea tothe less
suitable soils).

c.

A decrease of the coconut acreage in the with farming systems plan, compared to the
original plan. This change is related to the use of tea and cinnamon production quotas,
which reduce the area available for coconut.

d.

An increase in the rainfed paddy acreage in the with farming systems plan, compared to
the original plan. This change is related to the shift of the irrigated paddy towards less
suitable lands and the 'freeing' of suitable rainfed paddy soils. The shift is related to the
'fixation' of the irrigation resource to land units.

The farm types were included to enhance the realism of the model. A major consequence of
splitting the northern zoneup into sixseparate farm types isthe reductionof resource mobility.
Consequently LUTs will be placed not necessarily on the most suitable landsof the region, but
on the most suitable lands of a farm. The labour mobility, however, largely remains in the
present formulation of the model. This is a consequence of allowing inter-farm movement of
labour and working with one wage rate within the northern zone. As a result, all slack labour
on one farm type can be applied on another without extra costs.
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The realism of the model could further be improved by using differentiated farm-gate prices
instead of theactualpan-regional farm-gate prices. Themodelcoefficients now only includethe
physical land qualities in the form of land suitability evaluation classes. Accessibility, i.e. the
ability to supply required inputs and to transport output from the cultivation site, is not
included. Accessibility can be accounted for in the farm-gate price of inputs and outputs. The
farm-gate price of inputs is than based on the price at some standard supply or sale market
location to which is added the cost of movement from that market to the field. The farm-gate
price of outputs is based on a similar standard price from which is subtracted the cost of
movement from the field to the market (Diltz, 1980: 14). These data were however not
available for Matara district.
The third methodological issue concerns the 'aggregation bias'. The bias of Rs. 4'lfJ6 year'1 is
just 2.5%, if related to the surplus of the northern zone, as the farm level is introduced only
in this zone. Such a bias does not seem very severe. The reasons are that the options for each
land unit are the same in both models, thus the main differences are in the ratios between the
resource availabilities of land units and labour, and the introduction of production 'quotas' for
tea and cinnamon per farming system. As labour ismobile between farming systems within the
northern zone without occurring extra costs (in contrast to the case of labour mobilization
between different zones), surplus labour of the smaller farms can be employed at the larger
farms, thus (largely) compensating the changed land/labour ratios. The production quota per
fanning system forces the model to produce more of the tea on less suitable land units (using
more labour). On the other hand cinnamon isproduced on relatively more suitable land. As a
consequence of these movements less coconut is produced, while somewhat more paddy is
produced; and more labour and less fertilizer is used, while more other costs are incurred4'.
Concluding, in the constellation of the case study the aggregation bias is not large. However,
this iscaused by maintaining thesame land use types for thedifferent landunits for all farming

The (negative) Rs. 3.7 million difference (rounded to 4 million inthe main text) in the financial surplus between
the regional model without farming systems in comparison with the regional model with farming systems can
be accounted for as follows (in millions of Rupees):
outputs

inputs
less coconut
more paddy

subtotal

-2.3
0.7

-1.6

more labour
less fertilizer
more other costs

-1.0

0.1
-1.2
-2.1
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systems, while labour mobility between farming systems in the same zone is 'gratis'. Both
assumptions are questionable and should be explored further.

5.4 On the use of land use planning models

The land use planning models presented inthis study generate optimal land use plans under the
variables, the constraints and the objective functions included in each model. But even if each
model is formulated conform reality, it will remain impossible to achieve these optimal plans
in the real world. This is mainly related to the fact that we can indeed reduce some of the
aggregation problems through the way we formulate the model. It is however impossible to
eliminate all aggregation problems. The land use planning models are only meant as an aid to
agricultural development planning. The solutions should therefore never be taken too literally.
The solutions are meant to indicate the direction of the principal options, as well as their
possible consequences for the use of land. They aimto make explicit the kind of major options
that exist. Once these options are explicit, they can be used to show the different categories of
landusers,plannersanddecisionmakers whattheconsequencesoftheirobjectives and priorities
are. It thereby hopes to improve the quality of the regional planning process.

5.5 On the limitations of the models presented

Last but not least, we would like to refer to some additional limitations of the here presented
models. Overcoming each of these limitations offers the possibility to improve the present
models. This will be attempted in future research.

Demand for agricultural products and prices

In the present models it is assumed that there is no relation between the quantity of production
and the product prices. For most products it is assumed that there is an unlimited demand at a
fixed exogenously determined price. However, for three products (tea, cinnamon and curd)
demand is strictly fixed. Up to the market limitation the production is absorbed by the market
at a fixed price. Above this limitation the production cannot be sold. Although there are
plausible reasons for modelling the demand side - asa first approximation - inthis fashion (see
paragraph 2.2), from a theoretical point of view, it would be better to model the demand side
with downward slopping curves and with endogenous determined prices. Hazell & Norton
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(1986, chapters 7, 8&9) treat this aspect of sector models extensively, both from a theoretical
point of view, as well as providing practical solutions to build such an approach into linear
programming models. Incorporation ofdownward sloppingdemand curves inthepresent model
willbe attempted ina later stage. Apart from theproduct prices, the input (fertilizer) and factor
prices are also kept constant. In a later stage, model runs will be executed with changing input
and factor prices to study the effect of those changes on the use of land, but also in relation to
issues of factor substitution (see below).

Risk

Risk is an important aspect of agricultural production. This especially applies to yields and
prices, but also the availability of factors of production is uncertain. The omission of risk is
likely to overstate supply responses of farmers as well as the returns to investment, especially
in the context of low income agriculture (Hazell & Scandizzo, 1983: 203). Methods to
incorporate risks in linear programming models are treated in Hazell & Norton (1986), both
under conditions of exogenous determined prices, as well as in the case of downward slopping
demand curves. To keep the model simple, no attempt has been made to incorporate risk in the
present model. However, this will be done in a later stage.

Factor substitution

Another important aspect of agricultural production is the use of different technologies for the
production of commodities. In practice, each commodity isproduced in many different ways.
This applies both to the use of inputs and factors of production, as well as to cultivation and
husbandry methods. A conventional way of treating different technologies in linear
programming models is to define for each technology a separate activity. However, as an
important objective of thepresent study isto model avery differentiated land resourcebase (79
land units, each with different qualities and different suitabilities, and thus yields, for each
crop), itwasdesirableto limitthe number ofdifferent technologies toone for each crop (except
in the case of tea where twotechnologies are distinguished and in the case of paddy where six
technologies aredistinguished).The reasonisthatfor eachdifferent landunitadifferent activity
hasto be defined for each crop witha specified technology. Therefor, to keep the model small,
it was decided not to distinguish different technologies per crop. Nevertheless, because of the
different suitabilities with its associated yields for each crop on each of the land units,
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implicitly, the supplycurves are increasing asmore land isdevotedto acertaincrop, reflecting
increasing costsper unit of output. Recently, Celis (1989), in the context of a sector model in
Costa Rica, developed a new approach for modelling the substitution of factors of production,
for example between labour and capital goods, at an aggregated level. The demand for two
factors of production is aggregated over the producers (or a group of producers) of a certain
crop. The demand of both factors is then linked to a step-wise linear approximation of a
continuous isoquant. If an estimated isoquant is available, Celis (1989: 58-66) designed a
procedure to incorporate this isoquant into a linear programming model. If such an isoquant is
not available, as would be the case in the present study, a hypothetical isoquant can be
generated. Celis (1989: 35-42) also elaborated an algorithm for generating such isoquants. A
key aspect of this technique is that it requires only information of the elasticity of factor
substitution, the factor use ratio and the factor prices observed at a single point on the
hypothetical isoquant (Celis, 1989: 4). If successful, theproposed way of incorporating factor
substitution in linear programming models avoids the need to introduce separate activities for
each different technology, keeping the size of the model within manageable limits. However,
ithastobe seenwhether thismethod canbeappliedunder thecircumstances of thepresent case
study. This will be researched inthe future. In any case, itwill be important to introduce more
possibilities in the model for choices between different technologies ('production methods' or
'production techniques') within a land use type. In that way, the model would approach
decisions with regard to technical options for the production of a commodity more conform
reality.
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